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Foreword
0.

4r

Federal policy toward higher edition operates at several levels and
-

for diverse purposes. The stakes are high and the issues complex. Virnially
every important sector or agency in WaOington has a substaptial investment,
in the yield of American postsecondary egitication whether of competent
professionals. productive research, or or the intellectual undergriding of the
larger society.

Yet, the approach of the pation's leaders shows little consistency; even
at a time when the health and survival of much of American,higher education
are less p.tedictable than in any period since World War II. The forms and
directions of the federal role are especially significant as we approach the
renewal in 1980 arihe main national legislation affecting our colleges and
universities and their students: the Higher Education Act of 1965.

,To help set the stage for the spirited discussion that should precede
legislative aaion, the Institute for Educational Leadership is pleased to pub-
lish .1Oseph Troomkin's hard-hitting dissection of the state of higher educa-
tion in .197tr. Drawing ,beavily upon carefully assembled fiscal, economic,
and demographic data. Dr. Froomkin takes a thorough look at the economic
state of higher education and at die social and political forces that threaten it.
Unlike countless Iiither observers, he is unafraid to translate his analysis into
a set of specific:policy altern. Ives for consideration .by policymakers.

To round out Dr. F'. !-:; in's report, the Institute for. Educational
Leadership i includi report reactions from two of the nation's most
discerning analysts of higher education: Dr. Joseph N. Crpwley. Presicknt of
the Universitypf Nevada (Reno). and Dr. Michael D. Mdan. Commissioner
of the Board of Higher Education of.the State of Connecticut. poth share



many pf Dr. Froomkin's concerns, huf neither fully accepts e.ither his. use of
data or recommendations for rethinking federal policy. We hope that th.c
resultant three-way cismnhination ofeact and informed commentary will help Ir

spark the vitally necessary debate on higher educational policy that musts
occur in the next two years.

.
Needed: 4.1 New Federal Policy .fin. Higher Education is Policy Paper

Six in the Institute for Educational Le' adership's contiriuing policy-oriented
analyses of educational issues. Information on obtifining-Rolicy Papers and
other publications of the Institute is available on the inside hack cover..

Ns,

/

40

.4040'

. Samuel Halperin

Directerr
1111Kstitute t'or Fdocational Leadership

October 1978
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New Po tides For
Higher Educadon?

,

*le

,

.Y

lc rIr
;

I
he policy issues which come,np in most discussions of higher'&Ia 4

\ tion have scarCely changed in the past 15 years. They include spar'
concerns as how to give the children of poor parents accesS to highef

,
education, and how to retain them in it; different ways of ensuring that.

i N- 1.
. ..

students attend institutions of their choice (a euphemism for channebriigi
public funds to the priva sector); the desirability of encouraging innovation
in curricultim and in l ning environments; and the necessity,to improfe the,
flinnirig, cost control nd accountability of institutions. Only the uttifit of
excellence is mentioned less often; this amorphous concept was usfd tg
jUstify higher levels of expenditure per student. It hat now been reprac d 14
concern for the survival of the smaller and less popular institutions.

\tt h 11, 'Perhaps it should not come s a surprise t at thgse :sues have.remained
so constant. Most policy pronouncements abont higher education arp. bas
on value judgmeats about the benefits of extending education beyOknd ili

.,. school, and vdlue judgments do not change 'rapidly. Nor have there.be0 any
startling new res-earch findings to challenge them. After spending muCh time
analyzing data that were Collected a number of years back, researchers have
mostly failed to media the effects that changes in our society have, on the
higher education sector'. Thus, public policy is for:mulated to respond to the
concerns of the past two decades, legis'iative action is still directed lo,areas
spotlighted by Rressu re groups, and new subsidies are justified wit4utdated

,....
arguments.. ,

-Analysts who wish to formulate porkies for higher education to fit to-
- morrow's conditions are not well served by the CUrrent research. No ono has ,A

r

. 1 .
e
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spelled out the forces which will fashion the college and tiniversity sceifea
es decade from n9w, oi the new policies which will have to be.intmduced as a

result of tth e. afitivipated changes. Yet such ififormatioir is-Aesperatelit
neecIed, for.it is univeiSally'agteed that the environment in'which.the post-,
iiCondary sector will be.operating is likely to change radically/ in the next ten.
years.,. Enrollments will declin4. the job prospects for c`ollege graduates wiil
continue tt) det.eriovate:' zind it Is". quite-likely that ta:kpayers win-be increas-
ingly reluctant.to assign agroNlg sharte of:their income to the public sector, .
thus.. exacerbating the financial problems of higher education`institutions.1-

Since it takes a long time to establish a corbsensus. iris urgent tot-ask
ourselves now which prpgrams should he curbed,. and what new'progranis
should be initiated. A convinsing Case,can be made for some entirely new
patterns of suesidies to higher'education. Yet A special interests will vigor-
ously defend their subsidies, and as long as iTeciSions about subventions are
made on an ads hoc basis, ttese special interests are likely to win. ,

In sh.aping policies for ail uncertain future, guts may be as i'mportant as
brains. Important trends in postsecondary education are generally identified
only a goodly number of y,ears after they have manifested themselves: year-

,

to-year. changes in---such factor, as enrollments often provide misleading
sigbals. In the fali.of 1975..enrollments increased substantially, and a number
of analysts concluded that a new enthusiasm for higher education had
gi'ipped the yoimg. In the fall of 1976, thoUgh, enrollments stayed at the
pre*vious year's level, and the optimistic analysts had to climb down from
tbeir limb as graciously as they cfrold. N.

I.

Periods of unwarranted enthusiasm arid depreSsion will continue as longt°
kt4 our models arenot comprehensive ethipugh and our statistical techniques
are dot sophisticated enough tc bi good predictorsof the future. Hence, a
great deal of subjective judgment underlieg every prediction. This fact makes
it easier to ignore unwelcome forecasts. A forecast of declining college en-
rollments and declining wages for teachers that is used to advocate a
drastic restructuring of higher education is ,not likdy tp be greeted with
hasannas. Like the messengrr who brought the bad news: the analyst who
prepares such forecasts could well be executed or, at the least, deprived)of
his research grant.

,
.

Despite such dangers, it would be a mist4e to shit* therespon'sibility of
drawing conclusions from the decline in Wel,birth i-4.te.s/, the change 'nil college
studehts'.choices of majors. and 'the present and future shortages of\presti-
gious j for college graduates. We believe that the consequences of the
changi g patterns of _education are significant, but difficult to identify, be-
cause we have been living in a period which. we hope, is atypical, charac-

. ,

-
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terged, by; fugh unemploymedt, slow growth in productivity, and deferiOrat-
1 . '. '...,,, ing terin oilrade, . -

. ,., ,.
College Attendance andAnploywnt: The Pait Decade

. . - . P
The rapid groiwth ofenrollments in higher education in the U.S., which

.larriotaited to 45 per cent in the second half of the 1960's and was followed by
, ii sinaller. but still.iinpressive increase of 30 per cent in the first half of this
, . decade, has' obscured the much more significant fact- that the majoritY of

young AmeriCans did no/plan to spend four years in college.
- : ., .

4 z

It.

-Starting in the .1956Cs. the average number of years of school completed
by 254o-29-Year-old Americans has gown mud more slowly. Had the pre-

- vious d*cades' rate of growth.. continued, the Median attainment of the cur-
. '..rent grougevould have been some 3.3 years highercldse to the number of

years requialid'to graduate from College.
. Until noW, the number pf years of school cmpleted by Americans hak'
grown strikingly irom generation th gene?atio . The median attainment of
.25-to-29-yearTolds in 1960, for example, was ome three years higher than
that of their; parents.(persons 25 to 30 yets older). But in 1975, the dif-
ference between these two age grouas na towed to 0.6 years of education.
Instead .of-continuing to the level of co ge seniOrs, the median education of
young Arfierkans got stuck .at le an one full year.of postsecondary' at-

, tendanCe..

1Fhi slowing down
Americans iS sign thz
the demand kw. du
as a minimum do
dkiry,sector is Ids
1972 halie indic
expect to 'earn

1

The num

the median educational ittainment of younger
the United States is reaching a saturation point in

ion. While high sChool graduation is now established
for th-e majority,' and some exposure to the postsecon-

increasingly common, the plans of the high school class of
ed that no friore than 50 per cent of 'high school seniors

bachelor's degree.

of peot4e.with a short etPosure to education beyond high
sChOol is underestimatdd by educational planners who relY on the statistics
-collected by the U.S. Burou or the Census. The Census statistics fail tci'
'make clear that although iome 60 to 70 per cent of all high school graduates
are likely to enroll in a postsecondary course sometime during their' lifetime,
about a fifth of.them are not likely to earn a year's credit. The Census
publishes separate figures for the number of high schoorgraduates and fbr
perso`ns who have completed one Jar more years'of postsecondary.eslucation,
hut for some reason it lumps students who have had less than a full year of
higher education togethek,with the high school graduates. In other words,
only that hallof each high"chool graduating class which spends mOre than a

- 3 -



rear in some postsecondary educational program is reportqd Census as ,. .

having attended college., c-

'Hy an dd coincidace. ttre pi`oportion of high school seniors who enroll
in coll'ege in th.e fall follow ing their graduation k zdso fifty per cent of the high
school clas;. It is often assumed. carelessly. tha't the coll,pge hmen who
enroll soon after gradriation :ire the very same people who a er reporta
to have completed one year of t ollege or more. Actually .th ot the cas6;
it' one looks carefully one finds that attendance pafterns stsecondary
education itre far more,. cornple v.

The child4en of well-to-do parents usually enroll in college immediately
ifter graduation from high school. The children of pooresr perents are more
likely to* delay their enrollment by a few years. untirthey have become
independent, or have saved money to pay for additional instruction. 'nig
differential pattern of enrollments has confused our perception4Qf the pro-

. portion of eligibles in eachs-inconle giolp who attend postsecondarc"institu-
tions.

.

As long-a: most of.the statistics about the incorrie level of parenm are
collected in .cross-sectional surveys (with some surveys limited to full-time
students). we collect income data about the families of younger students who...
are still dependent ort their parents, but lose track of the social and.eChnomic,
origins of the bulk of delayed entrants who live away from home. Thus. the
most widely lised statistics thout the incomes of parents:4 students uptler-
estimate the aornher of students.from poor families who participate in higher

411Veducation. This shortfall k prohably An the order of some 15 to 20 per ec ut,
and the "access figures- of chil&en 'whose piirents are in the lQwer qufirtile
shouki probably he increased acadingly.

Everr with this adjustment, however, there is little Cloubt that the chil-
dren of rich parents are more. likely to enroll in postsecondary institutions.
Repeated surveys Of high school seniors' intentions to enroll in college are
unanimo(i S in Showing that seniors whose parents are in the highest iriconie
quartile are more likely to plan to continue- their education,than those Who
were rAised in less affluent households. This gap has narrowed since 1959,
when the children of parents in the top quartile were nearly thrice as likely, to
state that they might or would attend college as children of paretits in" the
lowest income quartile. Today, the difference is more oh the order of 15 to 20
per cent, and s a tribute to the effeFtiveness of the student aid program,
well' as the various efforts to recruit students from disadvantaged back-
grounds. Thus. in the 16 years from'1959 to 1975. the income distribution of
high school seniors who intend to go to college has changed significantly.
Families in the Upper half of the ineomejlistributiOn used to account for )
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two-dards of this. numbec; they now 'account for 55 per cent.. And while
chil4kfronythe lowqt fourth of the, income distributiOn ac,counted fitr only
II per alit (if the high' school,senior's Who intended 'to go. to college in. '659.. 1 -they noW constitute 14 pea cent of the toral. . , - ,

. = .

7

.......
still highly skewed to delivering benefits to students whose parents have
above-average ibcomes. It is unfortunate that the market for 'people with a
college education sourq before the social Problems of equality oropportu-
nity cm/d be.solved.

Lately, an increasing roportioil Of college-trained people have 17,en
filling jobs formerly deemed nappropriate for them. Between 1?60 and 1970,

,the proportion of the labor force thfit had a college education increased from
10 to 13 per cent, yet there was no indication of an imbalance between the
supply of college-trained Workers and the number of suitable jobs. The vast
majority of persons with college degrees were placed in professional or other
high-paying administrative. manageriah and sales positions. Between 1970
and 1975, however, the imbalance between workers and suitable, jobs be-
came more apparent. By then,. nearly 17 per cent or all employed workers
were college graduates. abd an increasing proportion of these more found in
occupations vdtytith less status. The wâges of younger college graduates re-
flected this change: furthermore, they increased less than the wages of other
younger workers between 1970 and 1975. The earnings of college graduates
aged 25-34 increased by 19 peircent during that period, as contrasted to the
32 per cent rise in wages for high school graduates in the same.age group.

.

The earnings of college graduates probably would have.been eVen lower
had these graduates not skimmed some of the more desirable jobwhich

Richer studtmts are more likely,to eni.oll early in college, and those who
enroll at younger ages usualiy attend full-time: Furthermore the children of
the 'rich nre generally; better 'prepared for college than, the Childre;n of the
poor. For those remons fthe composition 'or the total undergraduate body.,
which en&nripassec all four years 6f college, is much more heavily skewed
towards the well )-do than that of the freshman class. Perhaps as much as
three-quarters of e BA recipients are likely to come,froni families in the
upper halt' Of thtincome distribution.

The high attrition rate orthe children of the poor has no doubt been
lowered in the past ten years, thArils to the availabihty of increlised student,
support (the graduation rate for 25-1to-29-year-olds who persisted in higher
education for a =year jumped tiy at least 10 per cent from the 1940's to the
1970's. and may he still 'highIr today). Nevertheless. the average, student
from a poor family ,clearly has much lower.chances of graduating than the
scion of the rich. (Meicannot avoid the conclusion that higher education is

5
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wereformeqy.tilled by persons with a partial coitegeOuyion. thotigh.not a

bachelor's degree. 'the proportio9 :of professibmiK with a partipl college:
4

educalion declined from 'one in 'five in bioth 1961) kind 1970 td tine in sixty
1975: These ave.lopmetits are particnlarly signifioant since 'persons with
some' college educatfon did not profit zis inuch financially fkom the lloom'of
the 1960's: their wageh incteased more slawly dtiring that docade thatC those
of either high school graliates or college Oaduates. There is considerable
evidence that an inoreasing proportion of persons who do not 'complete.,
college are now finding joils in blue-collar occupations as well as in lower-
level. white-collar occupatkms.

AdditiQmd .evidence that the market for( the college-eduytdd has
changed radically in the past few years can be adduced from theirunem-
ployment rates. Some 6.4 per cent of college graduates were unemplbyed in
1975. compared to 2.4 per cent.in 1970. Persons who had put in fewer dian
four years of college saw their unemployment rate cjimh from .3.9 to,6.9 per
cent. close to the raft: at which unemployment increased in'the total popula-.
rion.

The changing pattern of job openings has not been lost on potential
enrollees in higher education. An increasing proportion have switched from
degree-credit courses to the non-credit offerings of the postsecondary sys-
tem. These non-credit offerings, mostly of short duration. gefterally prepare
young persons for specific lower-level technical and blue-collar jobs. Appar-
ently many recent high school graduates have read the job market right, and
are actirig accordingly.

Among students in the degree-credit programs, there is a pronounced
shift.to "practical- majorssuch as buSine§s, and away from majors which
prepare students for occupations which are experiencing a glut, such as
teaching.'Since these changes have occurred recently, one can make a goCid
case that ;he conditions irethe.labor market in a given year are more power-
ful persuaders than long-range anticipations of tho earning potential i; a
given profession. %

The Next Ten Years
3

It can he conservdtively estimated that by 1985. if past trends of enroll- ,

ment continue, some 22 ger cent'of all ernploytd persons will have had four
or more years of postsecondary education. An equal number will haVe con-
tinual their studies at least one year beyond high scho'ol. This means that the
proportion bf persons in the labor force who havehad sorrie college eduCa-
tion will have more than doubled in 15 yearsa change which is likely to
result in important shifts in the distribution of the better-educated workers.
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litt magnitude of these shilts will dspendjargely on the puhlie poliies
adopted by the govyrniment. Puhhelauthorities have played a crucial rOle in
the. eMploynient of the well-educate4 in' the past. It may c6m'e a4Fta surprise

Ato some that 'in the dvcade4 of the,1950'nd the 1960's% "60 per '-!ent of the-
fleW jeths for college graduates were provided by the! public seseiOr or the
''merit 'good': sector (the prOvkion of educationi health and social services).
Since thtm, th'è proportion has increaseq:.we estimate tha the public sector
employed roughly 70 pertcen t of the c6Ikge graduates who ent,ered the labor
force,in 1970 to 1975.

Should the public sector continue to grow m its previous rate. the new
and more edUcated workers could Conceivably go On tilling the kinds of jobs
ti. wbich previoN generations of the well:educated were accustomed. How,
ever; there are indications that this expanion cannot continue. In the first .

'place, the demand for teachers, which played an- important role in the ern-
ployment ot: college graduates, is likely to stabliize as a result of declining
birth rates; In the second place, the publie's continhkd resi,stance to hi tit
tax rates is likely to cur,b the growth of government services.

Our best estimates of the job prospects of college graduates indicate that
in 1985, one out of three workers.who are college graduates will probably fill
a job which was tilled by a non-graduate in 1970. Even if the 1975 job
patterns remain unchanged, a-less dramatic, but nevertheless important shift .
in the quality of jolls is indicated:, One out of four college graduates will then
be in a position formerly Oiled by someone with less than a college degree. .

As college graduateS edge theln out of many jobs. persons with less.than
four year of college will faCe an uncertain future'. In many cases, their pro-

_motion patterns may he blocked by the plethOra of college graduates. At the
same time, those who are just-entering the labor force may,have to accept
jobs with kss status at theAtset 'of their'careers.

The most likely, projections, of the employment of colleg6-graduates,
between.1975 and 198/ indicated that their share of eMploytherit Will in-

* crease from 10 to 15 per cent in the profit sector, and from,36 to 42 per cent
in the public and merit good .sector. The private sector is likely to supply

IV some 60 per 'cent of the total jobs filled by new entrants with this level
gducation. Thus, a complete turn-around in the erriployment patterns of
copege graduates is anticipated.

.

.

This shill in employment patterns is likely to he less pronounced for
persons who have not fi'uiShed college: While they are likely to find jobs in
the private, iZector in the same proportion as college graduates, a higher
proportion of them were already employed in the profit sector in previous
decadeg. Therefore, the proportion of this group of workers in the profit

7
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seceor is expei:ted to increase triore,moderatay fir roughly two-tatis"to
three-quarters between .1975 and 1985.

.. . .- . .

! Only a technological'revoluti64or a shift in the.
lion of goods to governmentservices, woilld requi
`TInagnitudeM the number of college-trilined workers.,
become more .andmorti wmmon to qistestion..the a

.that are allocated to education, sinq'it will he 'argue
,

cimtributes little to economic growihk.i.

at erns of consum0-
crease of sucii
contrary:it will
of pithlie funds

hat this expenditure

The defenders.4 education's place M governmerit priorities find it very
embari-assing that the current state of economic theory gives scant .support
to tIvir value jugments 2As Mark Blaug has pointed out, research in human
capital theory, or returns to education, has eschewed testing either the effect
of th'e "ocial rate of return upon the allocation of resources, or the role of
government.subsidies in equalizing the social yield at all levels of education,

. or the effect of education on the mobility of ifferent social groups.

Human capital theory h4s been the chi f refuge of economists who wish
to limit subsidies tp higher education. Hçvever, it is not particularly useful
as an indicator of the level of educated manpower needed for a given stage of
econonlic development: MosrecOripmists now use the higher lifetime earn- ,

ings of educated people as a justification for investment in education. Rates
of return to the.individuzii.gt 1--cpciety.are calculated by-dividing the present
value or the incremental earnings of typical persons with differenNvels of
education by the expenses which were incurredik obtaining the additional
levels, Mo0 findings to date have implied that, except for graduate educa-
tion, the rates of return in education arSoughly equal to those obtained by
inVesting in phySical capital. Hence it is argued that the level of investment
in undergraduate education in the bast was abopt right.

Recently there has been some evidence that this rate of return is. likely
to decline in the futui-e, and some are-concerned that Americans are becom-
Mg overeducated. If the differenct between the earnings of college graduates
and high schuol graduates does narrow, one of the underpinnings of the
economic justification of education will be weakened.

An increasing nurpher of writers argrie that the rale of return for educa-
tion is irrelevatit anyway. since education is used as a screening device to
exclu4te perons without credentials from desirable jobs. Other writers, less.
Cynical about the uses.of education, maintain thz t. employers use education
as a signalling device to alert them about job applicants' trainabihty and
social acceptability. The difference between the views of human.investment
theoiists and those of their critics will not he resolved until we understand
the effect of education on the requirements for the multjtude of jobs in our
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. ...society. Su,(Th understandinA is not hkely to dawn.upon us soon enough to

, .contribute to the timely restructuring of policy for.higher education.. . . .. .. -. ,.., Some of the older jus.tifications foi higher educatiOn have also fallen out. .. .
.of fav9r for example; benkon's theory that a s'ubsfantikd part ,of the M-

I:tease in the productivIty (if society ari aleholi.Can he ascribed tb education.
This-does not iureive an empirical comparison of the experiences ot dif- '-
ferent countritA; Consequently. alternatives theories, %thich do not assume
that the marginal productivity of capital is constant aer time, have been
advanced to explain the growth in the productivity of the labor force.

In their latest attenipts to justify higher levels of povtsecondary educa-
tion: economists have irivadt.-d territory which is generally Staked out by
socioloOsts. Thus the tenCien y of better-educated people to accept innova-
tion earlier than those wi vs education hasbeen cited as an additional
advantage of higher educ. on, and ingenious attempts have been made to
quanlify it. It is also becoming fashionable to try to estimate the extent to
Aich the better-educated benefit from the greater.use of resources, such as
a higher consumption of heth services, which is said to result from their
education. Unfortunately, until now these studies have been no more than
suggestive and tantalizing. It could he argued. for instance, that innovations
would he disseminated just as quickly if only half as many tiersong attended
college hut demonstrations of the innovations' advantages were available to
the rest. Nor is the work on health particularly convincing. When the British
Health Service lowered the cost of medicat services, it manage() to equaliie
their use by different social classes. thus cutting the ground from under
much ot' the empirical work that had been done in the United Stateson the
side benefits of education.

There are many more reasons for justifying present. or higher:levels of
postsecondary education on perfectly qualitatiVe grpunds. going back to the
theories of taste which were,hatupioned by old-fashioned sociologists and
which havt been taken up illcivasingjy often by modern public finance
theorists For example.Ohe could defend higher subsidies for education just
because people. or their elected representatives, lire willing to vote for them.
In this case, however, the policy analyst's duty would be to .inforrh de-
cisionmakers about the consequences of their decisions.

In this connection, we hal).e been well served by two recent studies; one
specifically oriented to evaluat,ing the qualitative pr sociological effects of
education, A Degree and What\ Else?, and the evin more recent survey of
The Quality of Anterican Lik. Both provided indices of satisfaction with life
by level of education. 4

9
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The first of these twil vgluMes, a collection of essays about the impactstf college on behaylor. turps out to be- a truly subversilie document whichleads one to 'que<iion the,. value of 'a cpilege educatioir. The, only certainc mdusions ivitChed bytle authors are that college (1) does c9ntribute fo theattainment of high stat),M (2) may marginally reduce prejudice. (3) increasesinterest in public affairs (possibly because college graduates can afford theinvolvement:and have more to lose or gain by the actitons of the govern-ment) and international matters: Other findings are more moot. For insitance.the higher proportion arriong college graduaty of happy marriages and ofmarriages which resolved initial clifficulties could be ascribed ti) higher in-comes (sini.'e kick of money is the source of much friction) lks well as tocollege attendance. Elitists may be less comforted by the finding that al-though college graduates do read more. they do not necessarily have high-brow tastes. The six roagazines which led in readership among malb collegegraduates in 1969, for instance. 4/ere the Reader's Digest, Life; Time, theNationa! Geographic. and rara4 and TVGuick. which tied for fifth place.-
Among women With college-degries. Reader's Digest also won the pooplar-ity sweepstakes. followed by bp. McCalls. Time and Parade. During\ thesame year. the most popular TV program watched by college graduates wastaugh-In. For men, no news program figures among the ten most poPularshows..and for women, the NBC newis report ranked ninth.

A number oy studies have shown that college attendance strengthens
personal competence eVea among those who do not finish college. Yet it issignificant that the perventage of respondents- who felt that life would workout pretty much the way they desired. 'and that things would work out asthey expected if they planned ahead. declined from 1956 to 1968. The loss inthe belief in-their ability to plan was most prounoun'ced among those wift apartial college education. College graduates lost confidence at about thesame rate.as did high school- graduates.

The possibility that an exposure to college may have less influence asthe colleite experience is increasingly democratized inevitably aharpens ourinterest in comparing the attitudes of college graduates to those of personswith sorne college educationAThese attitudes are reported, through seriesof intervieWs held in 1971 and 1972, in The Quality of American. Life.Pethaps the most startling finding is thlit college graduates rank no-higher onthe gerietai-index of life satisfaction than do high-school graduates, after theresults have been adjusted for incoMe differences. (Without this adjustment,
11*

college graduates seem more satisfied with life than perSons witlkorily a highschool Ldutation.) The second big surprise in the survey is nthat the lifeSatisfaction of persons wh c! have had some college, but never obtained adezgree.- is considerably lower than that of either high school graduates or

- 10 -
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colleze graduates. even when adjustments ape made foi kfifferences in in-,come.

The study finds repeatedly that there*is yery littic difference between
the degree of satisfaction with housing. work, the quality of life in the U.1S..
etc.. among college graduates and high 4chool graduates.. However, that
satisfaction is always lower among persons who haVe not finished cdllege.

This holds true, even when it conies to satisfaction with marriage; men
who have had only some college education are far less pleased with their
marriages than are high school graduates. while male college Oaduates rank
just-a little .below high school graduates in satisfaction with marriage. In the
case of women, the satisfaction scores decline monotonically as education
increases. College-educated wives are the least satisfied al all wives in the
United States.

,.Peraps this low level of satisfaction is due to the difficulty ofcbmbining
family obligations Weith work. A higher proportion of ;women with college
degrees work, and ale proportion of those who are very satisfied with their
jobs...is about the same as among working wives with a high school education.
However the college graduates find thejr work interesting more frequentl
than the high school graduates. The wives who never finished college are
less satisfied with, their jobs tha'n either the high school graduates or the
college graduates; they al-so find their work less interesting, and their
chances of promot. in much lQwer than do wives in either of the other two,groups.

By contrasi. working husbands in all three groups have the same pro-
portion of highly satisfied worker,s. Male college graduates find their work
interesting much more frequently than do the other two groups. hut there is
little difference in this respect between men who have had ome college
education and high'school graduates.

'In summary. these sociologic:al studies-of the. effects of a college edwa-
tion kave one with the feeling that (a) college does not,necessarily produce
happiness. (b) a college education is more likely to produce happiness among
persons who have.high earnings. and (c) a partial college education is likely
to diause 'more dissatisfaction, especially among woricing woMen. People.
whose occupational aspirations are thwarted are less satisfied then those
who have achieved measurable gain's from their education. The effects of the
heedless drive for mass educatiog beyond high school need closer examina-
tion.

Not all social scientists will agree with these findings. Howard R.
Bowen, in his hook Investment Th Learning. came to a more positive cvalua-

.
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. lion of higher education. After examining a large nuintlZr of studies dealing
. with outcomeS ocolieie eXposuiv, he concluded that higher education had a
significant positive cifect on both individuals and society. 1.-.1e argues that
hi her education can he justified on economic grounds al6ne, but this justifi-
c. ion excludes a number of. other important beneficial effects.

, Policy analysts must decide what evidence to trust. Neither attitudinal.
-earch nor findings such as Bowed's, which are based on the data of the
60's; are likely to convince skeptics. It can be argued just as convincingly
at in the light of the deterioration of the market for college-educated per-

. onnel, policies that facilrtate access to college for the ill-prepared should be
.ikined down, and new policies introducing an element of selectivitiy would.
*. timely.

A )

The.Urgent Need for New Poiides

11,

Ak.
0

While scholars can sit hack and wait for convincing evidence of the
1 effects of higher levels of education on the economy, on the level of satisfac-

tion of-the population, and on life styles, policy analysts do not have this
luxury when they see imp/ending changes for wh; ne musi.prepare.

In the light of the conditionS that are likely to p evail in the next 10
years, how .should existing policies be evaluated? What new policies should
be formulated, and how should they be tested? It 'becomes urgent to build a

e mosaic.out of existing bits and pieces of observations and develop a coherent
eory: This theory should be broad enough and detailed enough in its de-;. ;.ription of 'the. future to allow analysts 'to test the impact of alternative

C I ptoposats.,

Our visioci of.the shape of society ten years from now is, central to the
judgements that will shape ou,ypolicies for postsecondary education. If one
believes. that the "poSt-industrial society mode! best describes the next

ildede, one. may &ee no need to worry about fine-tuning the subsidies to
# higher education.' In this type of society, dedicated to(information-handling,

the growth of,governmentlincL services is projected to skyrocket, and the
demand for more teacherS,' nurses, doctors, and other types of college
'graduates is likely to-edntinue escalating;

If, on the other hand, one has trouble visualizing an economy run by
automated, super-efficient machines,' one still has the choice betwen two
models. The first of these might assume that the provision of public services
will continue to increase, offering employment to persons with above-
average education. There are good reasons for taking such a projection .with
a gratin of salt, 'however. The revolt of Europeans Who live in societies.
orientedlo government service against any further expansion of this sector
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N a matter of rrcord. The California electorate's vote to curb public spend-
ing'i an ominous sign of thii times. It is most likely that th.e government
seetor's expansion will stop in the short run, unless government-prbvided
services decline significantly in price. Such a decline in prices may well
occur if the wages of highly educated manpower fail to rise as rapidly as
overall productivity. The creation of jobS suitable for college graduates in
the public sector may hinge on the willingness of the well-educated to accept -

lower wages.

The role of government as a producer of services is likely. to shrink in
' the next decade, while the role of the private sector in production and

employment grows. Thus, the economic structure of the U.S. is likely to
resemble that of the 1950's. with a heavier emphasis on the production of
goods. Will propensities to.enroll in higher education also be rolled back to
previous levels? Not very likely. There are grounds to belieye that ,the
number of pecsons en-rolled in institutions of higher education will bear
roughly the same relalion to the age-eligible groups as it has in tlie pastt. If
one looks at education at the college level .as a .form of consumption or
competition for places in the line for high-statUs jObs. one should not expect
declines.

The proportion of high school graduates who are willing to spend time
taking formal courses to increase their status will not change, but the antici-
pated lower monetary.returns of postsecondary ,schooling will motivate them
to choose cheaper ways ofAttaining these credeintials..The insights of human
capital theory are probablY most relevant to explaining indiVidual decisions
to invest in edu&ation. Will students econOmize by staying away from the
high-cost, presumably privates schools, or by more frequently mixing col-
lege attendance with full-tiine work?

An increase in the propensity to attend school part-time would necessar-
,- ily affect our policies for student support. 'The most difficult decision would

then be, wIhether to 'offset the decline in the rate of investment in education
by higher subsidies. In this connection, the pressure from underutilized
university faculties will have to be balanced against a broader view of the
effects of lower rates of attendance on the praluctitity of workers, on social.
mobility, and on income distribution.

A policy analyst who wishes to fine-tune policy from the federal or state
viewPoiht must take into account the impact of higher education expendi-
tures and of the supply of well-educated people on both studenis and the rest
of the population. To what extent are increased levels of education used as a
signalling device for employers.to allocate desirable jobs? Is it possible that
the traditionally higher salaries of the well-educated depress the wages of
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those with Icss.eduLkition? Is a nation's productivity positiveliVkcted by
increasing the number of aore aducated workers, or is there a point of no
returh beyond whkch education no longer contributes to productivity? Even
on a more mundane level, an insufficient amount of Vection has been.
devoted to examining different kinds of education and their possible effects.
There has been an even more astounding silence about the benefits of the
newly popular non-degree vocational programs. Do the benefits of voca-
tional training paid with public funds accrue to the individual 'or to business?
Is our prevnt policy encouraging a shift of vocational training from the
factoryfik4or to the public junior colrege?

In subsequent parts of this study. we shall discuss how these shifts in
demand may affect the fortunes and the structure of the post--secondary
sector. At all times we shall try to keep the perspective of society as a whole
as we look into traditional concerns: access, choice, innovation and effi-
ciency in higher education.
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Higher Ecluction In
The Mid-19itck's
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he reason that policy analysts worry about determining the "right-
level of higher education is that education costs,so much. lb 1975-76,
for instance, the costs of higher education were estimated at $65

billion. This figure ihcludes tuition, hooks, travel, sub.sidies from 'public
authorities and private donors, an imputation for foregone taxes on school
property and revenue loss from tax-deductible donat;ons to colleges and
universities, and the lost income, after taxes. of ful.1-time students. This to.tal
is roughly equal to the amount spent by Americans on the purchase ahd
maintenance of niotor carsabout 4 per cent of the net .natipnal product.

Most educators calcUlate the cost of higher education differently. They
include tuition, books, travel,, and subsidies to instruction Trom both private
and public sources, but they ignore imputed lost taxes and unrealized earn-
ings. However, they do add the students' living expenses (economists
exclude these, arguing that 'they are incurred by nonstudent as Well), and
sometimes research and development funds, and receipts for pnblic senhce
activities which are part of high education budgets. For convenience, this
method may be called he "ou of-pocket" approach; it is used moreoften in
day-to-day policy discus s than the more sophisticated method of the
economists. The i"out-of-pocket" estimate fOr 1975-76 was $60iiillion, in-
cluding the $10 billion spent on research and development.

Much of this money is.supplied by public authoritieS for three purposes:
subsidies 'to instruction,, estimated at roughly $16 billion a year at mid-
decade; another $10 billion for research and development: arid $8 billion for
financial aid to students. Thus, between one-half and three-fourths of the
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out-of-pocket" outlays fot hiiiher education are financed, by public au-
thorities.

Despite the fact that these subsidies have grown rapidly, nearly doubl-. ingin the past 10 years; the voluime-of complaints about available resources
for higher education has also increased. In the :ollowing pages we shall
examine the- reasons for ihe current dissatisfaction with the level 91' support
for higher education, from the point ot view of institutions, faculties, and
students.

Institutions

The past five years have witnessed a remarkable turnabout in the finan-
cial conditions of institutions'. During the education-oriented decade of the
1960's, higher education budgets grew extremely rapidly. The current out-
lays of colleges in 1,,,969q0 were 375 per cent, in current dollars, of what they
had been in 1959/60; in constant dollars,. they were 295 per cent. They'

- increased by another two-thirds in the following five years, but the lion's
share of this increase was erodedvpy inflation. Thus, the real rate of growth
of the resources of colleges and universities declined from 11.4 per cent a
year during the 1,460'szto 3.8 per cent a year in' the 197Q's.

The sywdown in the growth of resources created severe straing in many
institutions. The previous optimism about the prospects of academia was
replaced by gloom and the fear of insolvency.

.Why did the financial conditions of higher edtkationtake such a turn for
. the worse? The most-often cited reasons are (1) the slowdown in the growth
'of enrollments, and (2) the concurrent lack of increase in the real resource

per student. ,

Wich of the blame for the current malaise can be attributed to poor
planning. Institutions did not anticipate the slowdown in enrollment growth,
and thus created many new places, well in excess of the number of students.
As a result, some institutions were able to accommodate students at the
expense of others, and enrollments declined in roughly one-third of aliftüblic
colleges and universities and one-half of private-institutions. Thus, a sub-
stantial 'minority of institutions had to cope with declining student rolls,
while some others had'to weather the frustration of missing previously set
enrollmenuargets, even though they continued to.ettract the same number
of students, or even slightly moreothan before.

For many adminimrators and faculty, these events we're. undoubtedly
IF, traumatic. Not only could stitutions no longer fill all available student

places, hut in many cases t reseurces per student which were produced by
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tuition,. stlite subsidies and endowment income shrank in terms of doHars of
constant purchasing power.. Administrators were forced to reduce ,the real
wages of faculty and other professional staff members. Some institutions

_..) econoniized by increasing student/faculty ratios. Others, especially those
with declining enrollments, could not reduce their .faculty rolls rapidly
enough and were increasingly hard-pressed for money.

What happened to the money? Another reason for the crisis in educa-
tionl finances, accdrding to some analyst's, was the declining popularity of
colleges among ,public authorities. This is not the ease, however. Public
authorities supported institutions of htgher edu tion in accordance with
past trends. What actiTally caust many instituti Q slide into penury was
the interaction of ,a number of other, often subtle, fluences. Besides the
well-publicized decrease iokresearch and development support, for example,
there was the ,slowdown in\vonomic activity, which has not received its
proper shire of attention. ',.,,,

The proportion of current budgets covered by tesearCh and develop-
ment declined from a high of 20 per cent in the mid-1960's to less.than 15 per
cent in the mid-1970's. This decline in R&D monies affected only a small
number of institutions. In the public sector, the majority of institutions were
squeezed because the rate of growth of state appropriations did not keep up
with the institutiods' expectatiOns. Among private. institufions, the maid
problem. was the inability to raise tuition enough to keep ahead of prices.

,The slowdown in the rate of growth of state apiaropriations did not result'
from a new rise in Philistinism among state legislato but rather from the
fact that the amount of money 'appropriated to educ tion depends both on
the level of affluence of the population and .on the number of students en-
rolled. These two variables are still.good predictor's pf monies appropriated
for higher education, as they were in the ,more evansive 1960's. If money
was short, the blame should Jie placed on the economy, which failed to grow
at full,emPloyment levels. tower levels of production reduce the. possible

alcontributions of public aiithorities to colleges and universities. In 1975/76
alone, $300 million mote might-have been appcopriated to state colleges and
universities if the econoiny were at full emplcwent without changing the
proportion of net national product traditionally channeled to colleges and
universitieS'.

High unemployment levels also depressed the levels of tuiticsn which
could be charged. In recent years, tuition per full-time equivalent student, in
both the public and private sectors, has generally moved in concert with
per-capita disposable income. Had there been a full employment economy in
1975/76, publicly-supported schobls could have 'expected to collect $224
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million more in tuition, and private schools might have expected $266 million
more.

The economic slowdown also affected another important source of
funds for schools in the privatu sector: gifts and endowments. Th/e income
from these was $89 million less in 1974/75 than what might have been ex-
pected in a full-employment economy.

In total, the recession ot' the early" 1970's cost colleges and universities
. between half a billion and a billion dollars a year. It affected the level of

si)ending both in public and in private schools. Its impact probably was felt
most acutely by the schools which lost enrollment. Institutions of higher
education seem to behave Much like "the peddler in New York's Lower Eam
Side. who lose money on each transaction, but made it up on the volume.
Every student, it is reckoned, is educated at a loss to the institution. but an.
institution which loses studtnts is heading for trouble.

This paradox can be explaMed in the context of the managernent prac-
tices of institutions of hIgher education. Institutions are loath to cut back-on
faculty when enrollments decline, but when they take the inevitable step, it
is generally the cheaper, younger, non-tenured faculty who are dismissed or
not hired. This further widens the gap between costs and revenues. In the
past five years, schools which lost enrollment halved the number 'Of their
instructors, but the 'number of full professors scarcely changed.

At firsf, the public sector was less affected by the slowdown in enroll-
ments than the private sector. During.the first few years of the 1970's, most
of the publi'c institutions mihich lost students lobbied successfully for an
increase in their subsidy per student. Since these schook generally spent
less per student than the schools which experienced no enrollment decline,
they could make a reasonable case for increasing the level of expenditure per
student. By the middle of the *decade, however, most of these schools had
caught up with the average spending levels of similar institutions. It appears
that they are now being forced to trim their staffs and operating-expenditures
in the face of further declines in enrollments. -.7

The private schools which lost .enrollment--Lmostly.liberal arts,colleges
and religious institutionsdid not believe that their traditionaltudent
population would abandon them to the extent that it did. In addition, as
noted previously, their revenu were,affdcted by the slowdown in economic
activity. Originally, these ins. tionsifad bOth lower costs per sfudent and
lower tuitions than the other schools in the private-sector, but they failed to
trim their costs in proportion to the decline in enrollment, and had to raise
their tuitions and feeS more rapidly than their peers. By mid-decade, the
axerage tuition.in schools which lost enrollment was the same as in the other
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private schools. These schools have foreclosed their -option of covering in-,

creased ctists through higher fees.

Ironically, evert those institutions which gained enrollment experienced
financial difficulties. One of,the reasons for their stable:or growing enroll-
ments was their ability to cater to graduate and professional students. In
many schools, the proportion.of these,students increased. Since such stu-
dents generally require more resources per enr011ee, it would have been
natural for student/faculty ratios in those schools to decline, but they did
not. On the contriiry, reflecting the penury of their resources, tlie institutions
with growing enrollments actuOly. increased their-student/faculty ratios.

Despite the shrinking resoUrces per student, most .reviews of ofkrings
by colleges and universities have documented that curriculum innovation is
continuing. Perhaps this is not surprising: campuses are competing with each
other for students, and so are faculties within each campus: No wonder,
then, that new courses are being packaged to meet the predilections of
students.

Faculty

The big losers have been the faculty.. Their average eomPensation
lagged behind the consumer Price Index by 2.0 per cent per year in the early
1970's. Examinea rank by rank, in many cases the.comparative position of
faculty is even worse. The average compensation of the higher-ranking fac-
ulty lagged llehind the C'Pl by42.6 per cent per year. St) did that of instructors
in four-year institutions and in private-junior solleges, Only in public,com-
munity colleges did the average rise in compensation exceed the rise in the
price level.

Another way of assessing the-relative deterioration of full-time faculty
wages is to compare them ti,$ what they would have been if teachers' wages
had increased Lit .concert with the wages of all men with fiye or more years of
cAlege. In 1970/71, the average faculty wage was .73 of the earnings of all
full-time, full-year male workers of the same educational level. If they had
kept the same relationship, by ,I975/76 the average faculty wage would have
been $19.2 thousand, instead or $16,5, thousand. Adjusting this figure for the ,

Oree years by which the facult-y's Mean age rose, one would expect the
average faculty %lige to be $21.2 thousand in 1975/76, or 28 per cent More
than it actually was.

4

Generally, the faculty became mat and more uncomfortable as new
openings declined in number: mobility between one school and another
slowed doWn. and young Ph.D.'s, as well as untenured faculty. found it



increasingly difficult to secure. either new or tenured positions. Young re-
searchers in the sciences, unfavorably affected by the decline in R&D ac-
tivities, were increasingly hard put to find jobs in their fields. Humanists
were the hardest hit, and many soughl alternative c'areers.

Full-time- faculty increased by 58 thousand between 1959/60 and 1964/
65, and by 120 thousand between 1964/65 and 1969/70. In the last five-year
period, ending in 1974/,5. it increased by only 31 thousand. Part of the
slowdown in hiring was due to the slower growth in enrollments, and part to
the increasing number of students per full-time teacher. This increase in the
student/faculty ratio was due to the larger proportion of students in junior
colleges. where these ratios are bighTElsewhere in the postsecondary sec-
tor, the student/faculty ratio remained unchanged. Usually those schools
which gained enrollment kept their student/faculty ratioS steady or allowed
them to increase only slightly. The schools which lost students, however.
did not prune their faculty rolls rapidly enough, and their studentifaculty
ratios decreased.

Two surprising developments have affected the faculty during the past
five year". In the first place. administrations are continming to prom6te
existing faculty members to tenured positions. The continuation of this trend:
flies in the face of logic. since it means that, institutions are restricting their
options in accommodating to future changes in enrollments and curriculum
demands.

Secondly, faculty unionism, which has become quite widespread, is
taking a peculiar academic character. It has been directed more to protecting
jobs than to giiining salary increases, especially for senior faculty. As a result
of all these trends, the mood of the faculty is now at an all-time low. If this
mood affects their productivity in teaching and research, we will all be the
losers.

Students
it

Young people who were eligible io enroll in college in the 1970's be-
haved quite differently from those of the 1960's. First, the proportion of 17

and I8-year-olds who graduated from high school stopped growing; and
second, a stnaller proportio of high school grates decided to enroll in
college, particularly amon males. Becatise pfoAted increases in the 'pro-
pensity ,to enroll did not ta e place, freshman classes were mime 20 to 25 per
cent smaller than had been expected on-the basis of past trends.

This decline' in. enrollment rates affected students from all incomee .
groups, except the children of parents with very low incomes. High school
graduates from this group continued to enroll in college at the rates observed

)
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during the peak years, while the others rjduced their enrollment rates byc
some 11 per cent overall 25 per cent decmise for men. and an 8 per cent
increasefor women.

the dynamics of enrollment by children from different social backw
grounds or economic classes are not clea y understood. Economists have
argued that the decision to enroll w way from postsecondary institu-
tions- is rational, based upon calculations of the rate of return from "invest-
ment ih education. They believe that the recent decline in the enrollmentof
men is a response to the falling earning prospects Of the college-educated.
The incrcasing enrollment of women may be due to their realization that they
will spend an increasing proporti6n of their working lives in the labor force.

Others find this explanation too pat. and ascribe recent changes in en-
rollment propensities to chani.dng political and social conditions.. They argue
that avoidance of the draft no longer draws men to postsecondat'y education.
and that changing ideas about the appropriate role of women in society are
encouraging more of them to enter colleges and universities. Whatever the
reasons, the rates of access to higherteducation are now roughly equal be-
tween men and women, attenuating one earlier concern of policy-makers.

py contrast, the need to find an equitable formulafor financing the costs
of college is still very much with us. States 61-ovide per-capita subsidieS for
instruction to students who attend public institutions, and have also started
ttrmake outlays to private irititutions. However, the lion's share of schol-
ar-ship money is currently provided by the federal government under a series
of programs which 'have ,sprung up partly as a result of historical accident,
and partly as a conscious program to encourage children from economically
weak households to attend college. In a4lition, both states and the federal
government have actively encouraged and subsidized loan programs for
lower. -and middle-income families. Watently states have also stepped up
their scholarship programs.

Roughly half of the money channeled by the federal government to
students is diStributed withotit any rigid definition,of need. Most of this
money.is given to veterans, most of whom are independent of their parents.
Budgeted at some $2.8 billion in 1977/78, this.program is a living testimonial
to the difficulty of abolishing or containing expenditures which are popular
with the electorate. TheoLiginaf program was introduced after World War II,
partly from fear that the unemployment level might reach unacceptable
levels if all veterans were allowed to flock into the labor market simulta-
neously, and partly from gratitude towards people who had spent the flower
of their youth in the military. The program's early effect wits serendipitous,
as it trained a whole generation of managers and technicians in time for one
of the periods of faster growth in the American economy.
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Alter Vietnam, the economic situation was very diffetent. Neverthe-
less, educational allowances for Vietnam veterans were justified on the basis
of post-World War II experienceswithout rmich,analysi-s of the desirability
of increasing the stock of college-educated persons, or even the equity of
favoring .veterans over (!ther. groups, The legislation was passed despite
studies which showed that veterans did hot suffer any long-range deleterious
effects on their careers or earnings from their)experience in the military.

The whole matter of Veterans' educational benefits is rapidly becoming
a non-issue, since the number of digible veterans is declining and, therefore.
the mon0 likely-to he required for them is shrinking rapidly from year to
year. Subsidies to veterans remain an issue, however, as education pressure
groups try to lay claim to this.money to finance other aid to higher education.

Another federal program is only indirectly related cto student need. This
one is administered by the Social Security Administration, and it consists of
payments to the dependent children of deceased and retired beneficiaries,
betWeen the ages of 18 iind.2*2, hs long as they attend college or other training
courses. In analysis of -the beneficiaries of this program, dating from the
early 1970's, ihdicates 'that more than half of the funds that are distributed
under it go to children from families with less than the median income.
Despite this .ratio, however, the Social Securisty program distributes more
money to the children of middle-income families than does any other single
government program.

How equitable this program is remains open to question. Some have
defended it as desirable insurance for bereaved children, but others have
criticized it formlbsidizing a part of the population which probably has more
assets than the average. It has also been argued that if the government wants
to help orphans,,a more efficient program could be devised.

Such criticisms may be well-founded. Nevertheless, the program will
continue to be justified as cahioning the shock of a traumatic loss, which it
does, and .the 1.8 billion dollars which it requi*res are firmly imbedded in the
budget.

Need-based programs forundergraduates are adminisiered by HEW's
-Education Division. The largest of these, costing $2.0 billion, is the Basic
Education Opportunity Grants (BEOG) program, which offers grants to stu-
dents, .depending upon the educIational costs incurred and their presumed
ability to'pily. The money-goes to tudelits from families in the lower half of
the income distribution and to older, independent students, many of whom
are veterans and use these grants to supplement their stipends from the V.A.

The operation of the BEOG program is. difficult to evaluate without
takjng into consideration the operation of other federal, state, and private
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programs. Among the major federal progriuns are, Supplemental ducation
Opportunity Grants and Work-Study programs both of which channel
money through institutions. In addition. state programs now contribute a
not-insigniticant hpif to threeuarters of a billion dtillar in stalent aid
funds. I nstitutiora funds and private donors are.thought to contribute up 'to
i billion and a half of additional' funds for both graduate and undergraduate
students.

Some economically weak students bol-row money. in addition to receiv-.

ing grants. Two,fedtlral progrms provide loans to stiidents. The older and
smaller of these programs chann'el's loan funds to- students through institu:
tions.. Originally -introduced in the wake of the taunching of the Russian
Sputnik. this program has -survived with its anachronistically low interest
rate of three pe cent. even. though Congress deleted the incongruous for-
itivenes provision for a11 persons who enter teaching. a profession currently
plagued by surpluses.

. The second program.- which channels $800 million..4ear. consists of
federal. or state guarantees of loans made to students. Although a number of
institutions participate in this program and facilitate the loan applications
and disbursements. access to these loans is not conditioned on a student
attending a given institution.

In all cases:the government pays the interest on loans as long as the
stddents remain% school. During the recent period of high interest rates, the

`, government also subsidized the lenders of guaranteed loans. The annual
costs to the Treasury. as reported in the budget. are the interest subsidy (to
students and institutions) and the princIpal of the loans in default. In 1978/79.
these amounted to $730 million.

Actording to our estimates, which are based on a variety of sources of
varying accuracy, alm all of.the subsistence and educatidn costs of one in
,seven full-time under raduates fromfamilies with incomes unde07.500 per
year are Entg by a co hi nation of grants, loans and,work. Perhaps as much as
one-eighth of the co ts of students in this income group is met by loans, and
another 30 per cent b ork.

Students in the 'next higher income bracket. whose -parents earn be-.
tween $7,500 and $15,(X)0 per year, benefit much less from grants, and fi-
nance about the same proportion ot' their total costs through loans. They
depend considerably more upon parental contributions and income from

, work. Children of parents in this ibcome bracket used to enroll in college at a
far higher rate than those from poor families, hut the difference is diminish-
ing.
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Among students whose families have incomes above the median, most
of the sitpport comes from parents,..followed by the student's own earnings.
Grants and loans probabh; do not account for more thiin 10 to )5 per cent of
their costs.

To summarize, current aid policies have helped children from econom-
ically disadvantaged families to enroll in college. However, they have not.
equaliZed attendance rates for students by income group.

In the mid-1970's for the U.S. as a whole, roughly three out of ten
dependents 18-24 attended college full-time. Four out of ten young depen-
dents from affluent families, those...with incomes ova $25 thousand, were
e n ro 1 l ed ,. a N .con Muted. to two.. ou L. of ...tea...dependents from. families with .

incomes under $10 thousand. In the middle-income range, one out of four
dependents were studying in a postsecondary institution full-time. Thus,
despite the fact that the ecirollment rate-of children from modest back-
grounds had not declined from tbe peak attained in thelate 196.0's, it was still
below that of children from more affluent families. ,

It app6rs'. too, that students from poor famili8 now stay enrolled in
eostsecondary institutions for a shorter period of time than 10 years ago.
Despite the fact that the proportion of freshmen from families in the lowest-
income group increased in relation to the total numberof freshmen enrolled,
this income group's share of total enrollment has not changed. This is all the
nitre surprising since among those who enrolled in college since 1965, 42 per
cent completed four years of education, 1a per cent more than college en-
trants before that date. It is likely that pbstsecondary students from families
with modest mearts attend college for shorter periods in the 1970's than in
the 1960's, and that a smaller proportion of them receive a Bachelor's de-
gree.

This hypothesis makes sense in the light of the very rapid growth of
non-degree programs, which are offered mostly by junior and community
colleges. It is quite likely that these short-term programs appeal to students
9f modest means, both because they art offered by institutions where the
fees and costs are 16W. and becarlse they are of short duration.

In any everit, the current system of conventignal postsecondary educa-
tion seems to appeal most successfully to children from wealthier families.
Roughly three-quarters of all enrolled dependent undergraduates come from

. families with above-median incomes.

Some .23 per cent of full-time college students consider themselves in-
dependent of their parents. This is a considerable increase over the 10 per
cent who did so in the 1960's. Many of these students are veterans, or
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married. Some of the others do not want to put any financial burden on their
parents, so they have become independent.

Graduate and prqfes.vional student.v: It is important to distinguish be-
tween the graduate anti professional sectors ot' higher education. Most pro-
fessional, i.e., law and medica1, students attend school fun-time. By con-
trast, more than two-thirds of, the stpdents who are enrolled in graduate
programs attend part-time. Therefore Tost graduate students work during
the school year. Stipends and research assistantships are more common
among full-firne graduate studeptS than among f. fessional 'students. Over-
all, full-tihie students beyond the bachelor's It.'" e estimated tt earn some

\--40 per cent of What-they tfould earn otherwise. v,ich of their earn ngs comes
from-goliernment-financed research and deve pment projects. Eespite the
recent cut-back from a peak of $3 billion; the feral government still spends
over a billion dollars on support ttigrad e- and professional students.
About a third of this 4upport is channeled t medical schools and the rest is
earmarked for special prograins, e.g., the training qf nursese psychologists,
etc. Educational policy has remained pliant to the demands of professional
pressure groups and is subsidizing graduate studies in many specillties
where shortages can no longer be documented.

The role of all these public subsidies in graduate education is not clear.
Possibly a larger portion of the graduate, money is noW being channeled into
post-doctoral fellowshi0. whictf are holding positions for young Ph.D.'s.
While it is hoped that the most promisi4 of these researchers will establish
their reputations sufficiently it) become irresistible to the research and de-
velopment or academic establishments, no.evidence yet Sustifies- this hoPe.

Part-tim-e students: An increasing number of students attend post-
secondary institutions part-time. 114ost studies have shown' that their in-
comes do not differ significantly frong the incomes of persons the satne age
who do pot attend school. This does not mean thht expenses connected with
education may not ht: onerous for some part-time students, but, given the
rather spartan standards which govern eligibility for aid to undergraduate
students, most part-time student4re not eligible for federal stipends. Only a
very small proportion of the aid oes to these students. Some have tuition
and fees paid by employers or oer organizations, but the majority pay for
their own schooling.

At the graduate level, employers are more likely tp foot the bill for
part-time study. Graduate students' incomes are also higher than those of
undergraduates. and there rsTritle concern abotrt how they, finance their
education. The only demand ft subsidies, to this gi-oup comes from propo-
nents of "life-long" learning and from a few educators who believe that
mid-life career changes should be facilitated by public authorities.

4
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An Evaluation of Postsecondary &location at Mid-Decade

Historical forces have shaped a relatively strong postsecondary sector
in the United States. One caninot but admire the extent to which these forces
have been responsive to the demands di both society and stud_snts. The rapid
growth of technical schools and junior colleges in the pasttto decades is a,
dramatic demonstration of the extent to which the system can innovate in a
period of growing enrollments.

The slowdown in the rate of growth of the national economy, which
coincided with the -leveling off of postsecondary enrollments, has forced
institutions to change their operating styles quite drastically. Tklere is no
evidence,as yet,that this change has substantially weakened the sector as a
whole. Hence, it is premature to ask whether the public authorities were
justified-in %vithholding additional institutional. suppOrt.

A number of developments made it very difficult to justify much higher
state appropriations for higher education in recent years. The recession and
the slow recovery of the economy kept down state and local tax receipts,
while unemployment and welfare payments depleted the public coffers.
Conwrrently, no persuasive arguments could be marshaled to show that an
insufficient quantity of higher education was provided, since the sum of'
public and private places exceeded the number of swdents.

Nor could objective policc analysts argue in favor of drawing more
persons into higher education. On the contrary, they could not help but view
with alarm il) the increasing proportion of college graduates who took jobs
which Were hitherto filled by persons with less education (the narrowing
wage differential between college graduates and persons with a high school
education indicated that the investment in four years of schooling was be-
coming less profitable than before:and the relative drop in salaries could be
interpreted as a signal that both private and social returns from education
were declining) and (2) the continuous homogenization of the jobs filled by
persons with partial college training and by high school graduates. (Although
their wages did not decline relative to those of high school igaduates in the
1970's, person's with a partial college education had lost considerable ground
in the previous decade and never gained it back. The calculated rates of
return for,persons with an incomplete college education were very low in the
period beginning with 1960.)

As the link between more education and productivity becomes increas-
ingly tenuous, it makes sense to reduce public expenditures on additional
education. An easy'and obvious way to achieve this aim is to put a limit on
subsidies for the instruction-of students.
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While politically well-connected state colleges were able to accommo-
date more students by tapping state funds, private institutions could not
expect to be bailed out by public moneys. The subsidies which are currently
offered to the private sector are not designed to shore up the finances of
schools which lose enrollment. The great suprise. in the past five years, has
been that so few of those schools did dose their doors. Those which closed
accounted for ki small proportion of the enrollment, and they closed after

. -having reached a sub-optimal size.

To cut costs, some state school systems have resorted to.downgrading
certain campuses and designating them as branches of other institutions. The
administrative overhead can thus be reduced, while the number of locatknis
serving students remain unchanged. P6sibly some private,:especially
sectarian, institutions.coultk consolidate several small campuses into a "sys-
tem" in a similar way. in order to cut costs while preserving diversity.

Although it is possible to suggest some cost-cutting techniques for in-
stitutions, e.g.'. consolidation, greater dependence on consoriia to reduce-the
duplication ot' courses, etc., this may not be the ppropriate time to do so.
We have witnessed considerable efforts to reduce the costs of higher educa-
tion in the past five years, and inevitably it was the faculty who bore the
brunt of this cost-cutting.

The high rate of production of Ph.D.'s. in relation t6 suitable openings
for persons with this level of education, has greatly weakened bath the
bargaining ability and the mobility of older faculty. This is" the visible part of
the iceberg. An even larger. though invisible, part of the problem'is the
underutilization of the research trainirig of younig doctoral recipients, espe-
cially in the humanities, and of older persons who had to seek jobs outside of
academia because they did not receive tenure.

This underutiliiation of doctor.al recipients puts into question the role of
graduate departments. While schools with less experience in graduate edu-
cation are likely to offer masiers' degree programs, the major research uni-

, versifies. prefer training doctoral candidates. Lately, they have reduced the
number of doctoral students, but overall the production of Ph.D.'s has not
declined. Whils doctorates,awarded in engineering. -chemistry, physics and
mathematics are below the early 197(1's inaks. the number of doctuzates
awardedtin the social sciences is still growing.

Turning it) the problems.of students, one 'should first stress that the
philosophy underlying much government policy has been influenced by the
criteria for financial aid developed by the College Entrance Examination
Board and the Ametican'Colle'ge Testing Service. Both these organizations

1 have developed standards of contributions by families which take into ac-
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comit current income, unusual expenses, assets, and family size. The ex-,

pected.contributions are derived by assuming that families with students in
college and above-minimum income and assets ought to contribute a high
percentage of their resources above tlils minimum level, which is set arbi-.
trarily. However, the actual contributions differ from thosedexpected under
these schedules. The average family contributes much less than expected,
and a small minoritywhich send their children to private schools
'contribute much more.

I

In practice. federal policy sweeps such variations under the rug. The
BEOG program is most effective in enabling students to enroll in the
cheapest conceivable programs. The rest of the need-based programs are
distributed in such a way as to compensate for the cost of attendance in a
.given institution. Depending upon the Whims of college aid officers and the
allocation of aid to a given school.'a small number of students from families
with modest backgrounds, could receive a lot of aid.,,while others content
themselves with the BEOG alone.

.6Campus-hased aid is allocated capriciously state-by-state and
institution-by-institution. There is some anecdotal evidence,about the games
financial officers play to increase their allocations of institution-based aid. It
is quite possible that some. institutions use it as a bait to attract needy
students to otherwise unattractive programs.

.i..._It is not at all clear to what extent the needs of lower-income students
are unfulfilled. The recent experience of state aid commissions has indicated
that the supplementary aid offered to lower- and middle-income students is
not fully taken down in some states. Perhaps these states have less-
developed private systems, dr else the private institutions may have been
comPeting less energetically for students from lower-income families.

By contrast, complaints about college costs have been_escalating among
the more affluent members of our society. Until recently these complaints
were ignored by public authorities. Yet it was obvious That such complaints
1:vould escalate in the 1970's, as ati increasing numbe of fainilies were likvly
to support more than one dependent in college; The e families' percptions
of financial burden became more acute as a result o inflation and the recent
slowdown in economic activity. Real incomes failed tO rise as rapidly as
anticipated, and progressive taxes took an increasing share of the lower-
than-expected incomes. Instead of paying college bills out of expected in-
creases in incomes, many families had to cut into equity Or lower their
standard of living. The former alternative is turning out to be particularly
costly. For the majority of Ameiicans, the major equity is in the home. Most
families with college-age children have low-interest mortgages, and refinahc-

. ing a mortgage is extremely expensive.
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In addition, most Americans are not accustomed to the high interest
rates, on the order of 12 per cent, which are now charged on personal loans
or second mortgages. Hence, some families may feel asset-rich, but cash-
poor,.

The ihore affluent families whose children are more likelY to live on
campus, feel unfairly discriminated against by present practices in the
.analysis of heeds. With students still at home four or five months of the year,
they feel it is not possible to redUce their expenditures on housing. If the
W all -S t re e t Journal's anecdotal accounts are to .be believed; such families a

. are also loathto reduce their standard of living, oiffeel that tbey.must keep
up with the Joneses to maintain their status in the community.

No Very good reason can be adduced for public authorities' subsidizing
an affluent standat:d of living. But, in practice, public authorities do. Thus
the children of affluent parents who_ attend public colleges in their state of
residence are heavily subsidized. Parents Whose children are accepted in
elite, high-cost private schools, on the other hand, are forced to meet truly
astronomical bills, as mu aS ousand per dependeru per war. On the
average, the well,.off pare pays some 80 per-cent of this bill, and it
understandable that this hurts.

For families with children of nead*the same age who choose to attend
priVate schools, even the 1,ess expensive institutions can cost between $10
$15 thousand a year for two orthree children. Nearly half Of the families with
incomes over $25 thousand are in this boat.

The better-endowed schools have been quite responsive .to this per-
ceived hardship. Yale and some other Ivy League' schools originated student
loans with repaymehts contingeht on the students' future incomes, and hired
more students to run such day-to-day activities as food services. Recently
Harvard offered to make low-interest loans to parents, amounting. to as
much as $6,000 a year, on condition that the parents' income was less than
$60,000 a year. Current federal guaranteed loans are less generous with
respect to both-amount and income eligibility: A

A

The possibility that Congress will pass a. tax credit benefiting the
affluent has paralyzed Oucation policyrnaker5.,and,has deflected attention
from the needs of parkfmq students. The Tie-6as of this ever-growing popula-
tkm have been co'nfused with those of independent students. There is a
common belief that studeuts whose families are %yell-to-do qualify for finan-
cial aid by declaring themselves independent after having dropped out ,of
school for a shoit"period,, such as a year, or through other subterfuge. In
fact, these students are tfeated dilliktrently than dependents and more.strin-

.gent-stanclardisAe so to callow them to qualify for.aid. All their income is
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cOunted as 'available to [illy, school bills, and more stringent contribution
standards are enforced.

The Whole issue of dependent and independent students should be
treated in .the context 'of parental responsibility for their offspring's educa-
titin. Should their reporisibility last forever, or should the stUdent's age.
marital statusfor veteran's status be prima facie evidence that the responsi-
bility has run out?

part-time suidents represent an entirely differed set of pfoblems. These
are best separated into two components. First, should a student who attends

'postsecondary 'institution part-time and, for any reason, has a minimal
income, be helpe.d? And second, is it equitable to require students. with
above minimal, 'but still low incomes, to pay tuitiOn and fees out of this
pitta ce? Most thinking about the adequaCy of student aid has been domi-
nat by the needs t3f full-time sttidents, and by the urge to facilitate their
aceirss. Whether the ifeatment of Part-time students is equitable has not
been considered.

This is all the:more surprising since the incentives to. attend college
full-time are ww declining, both in terms of returns on one's'investment in
education ana in terms of the guarantee of a "pod- job upon graduation,
For example, le§s than two-thirds of those who received their bachelor's
degree in 1976 aria entered the labor market obtained good jobs.-Even among
master'S degree recipients, only eight out of ten were so favored. There are
indications that the prOmotion prospects of those who start their careers in
lesS-desirable jobs are none too good at present.,

dw
We are thus truly at a crossroads. We will have to reekamine the useS of

a college education in the Course of the next feW Years. A ver9 high propor-
ion of the population regards exposure to education beliond high school as
both a right an,d a rite of passage. Among C6llege-educated parents, whose
children-are the heaviest Users of colleges and universities, the desire to have

a their children attend pres,tigious and expensive colleges is not matched by a
desire to pay the bills. lncreasinglY, the affluent resent that the poor have a.
"freciride" while they have to pay.

A clearer understanding of the consumption components of college, and
the inveStm nt effects of college,"may be overdue, not only for parents and
students. bu1 also for policymakers. .
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The Coming Crisis
In Academia .4>

he next decade will try the'squls of those connected with colleges
and universities. Enrollments are projected to go down. Funds for
instruction will grow more slowly than in any period since World

War II. The 1980s may welt hecome the Dark Ages of hiVer education, as
college graduates will find it increasingly difficult to land job's which utilize
the training they received. ;

This chatiter examines how institutions, faculties and students are likely
to fare if there is no drastic change in the pattern of support of higher
education. It points out that the changing demographic conditions which
affect enrollments are likely to force some institutions to,close their doors,
and to produce a major downturn in the fortunes of faculty members.

-

Institutions

The basis for this pessimistic prognosis is the slowdown in the rate of
increase of real resources for initruction in higher educatioti. Between 1965
and 1970, these resources grew At the rate of 5.0 per cent per year. By
1970-75, the rate had gone down to 3.5 per cent. Evep according to our most

'optimistic projections, the rate will 'decline to 2.7js the period 1980=85.
'Until 1980, the decline in the growth of esources is ilot likely to

7 threaten the sleinder'balance between .dtql and expenses in either the
public or private sector as long as three.cofIditions .are met. First, professors
must dot be allowed to make up the losses in real income which they experi-
enced in the.past few years; second, student/teacher ratios must continue to
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creep up; and, finally, the costs of those instiwtions which lose students
must be:tightly controlled. 'We have assuTed in our projections that some
instittitions with declining enrollments wililut their costs in proportion with
the decline in their workload and others will be closed. If not, and if the
amount of money for postsecondary education remains the same, other,
more healthy, institutions, which we anticipate would enroll students from
.sehools which closed, will have to cut their staffs and weaken their pro-
grams.

To avoid deficits, even more drastic economies will be fequired in the
1980's, when resources will grow at an even .'slower rate. Instituti9ns in the
private sector will have to cut costs even more energetically than before.
Those with low enrollments and high ,costs.probably will not be able to
survive this ryriod, and their students will be redistributed to larger, lower-
cost schools.

How severely thk crisis will affect Ichools in the public sector in the
1980's will deperii,on the level of economic activity in the nation as a whole.
If the economy resumes its high rate of growth and the contributions from
s6te sources increase accordingly, ineomes and' outlays will balance in
state-supported institutions. In the more likely eyent that the economy will
continue to limp.fthese institutions will require economies amounting to
perhaps 5 percent of current expenditures on instruction in order to balance
their budgets.

No one can predict what form such cost-cutting will take. Even though
faculty compensation is likely to continue lagging behind average %yaget in
the economy. it may not be possible to balance budgets solely at the expense
ot' the faculty. Other economy programs, such as curbing the size of the
administrative staffs, will also be necessary in all institutions. In the public
sector, etTorts to-move students from high- to low-cost institutions probably
Ilvtlt he inRitiekh

. t

These-pros`pects srell trouble for aydemia. The most severe problems
will he faced by those institutions which continue losing students, roughly
one-half of the private and one-fourth of the public schools. Unless such
institutionSoconsolidate their operations and effect large savings in instruc-

'tional costs, their existence is in danger. Many of the practices and policies
of both public and private colleges and universities will have to change.
Faculty members and administrators who have spent their whole adult lives
in a period of uninterrupted growth find these new conditions Most disturb
ing. They have not adjusted to 'operating in a no-growth environment, and
are likely to resent policies that are likely to be imposed by boards of trus-
tees or state legislators.
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Our non-system of higher education is too diverse to make it possible to
generalize about the imPact of these conditions on all institptions. Colleges
and universities wilt' adjust in different ways. depending upon their mission
and their constituencies.

The national interest dictates a special concern for the fate of the re-
search wiversities. The problems of the,se universities NTer from those of
the rest ofiitlit, postsecondary secjor, since they are unrelAted to changes in
the level of undergraduate enrollment. With one or two exceptions, the
major research universities will continue ta turn away a large number of
undergraduate applicants and fill their undergraduate rolls. Even if total
enrollments in postsecondary institutions decline by 10 or 15 per cent,,they
are still likely to till their freshman classes.

However, the number of graduate students in many of these schools has
been shrinking, partly because students have become disenchanted with
their prospects of finding jobs in teaching or research, and partly because
some.of the reading schools have made a conscious decision to limit spaces
ingraduate or research programs. A few research universities have a policy
of subsidizing all graduate students who are deemed .woEthy of admission.
The shrinking federal support for griiduate fellowships and assistantships has
made this policy more costly.' Even ihough ,the decline in the training of
doctoral students at some institutions should not be viewed with alarm,
.considering their' dismal prospecrA for employment, this decline.may have a
very negative effect on the operations of the research universities.

The savings That result 'froth reaucing the graduate fellowships and
scholarships are not as great as might appear at first blush. The net increase
in tuition receipts (after scholarships are deducted) is probably negligible,,
and these students nb longer provide a cheap pool of labor to teach under-
graduates and assist in research and development work.

To the extent that this pool of cheap labor is shrinking, the research
universities' costs may go up, as more seniorlaculty are assigned to teach
lower-division courses. Illtlxice of applied research may also slow down, as
the ;Itortage of graduate students to do the more pedestrian tasks in-
laboratories discourages some professors from undertaking "messy" proj-

. ..ects,

., Senior faculty in the research universities will;be increasingly undo',
utilized as they are forced to do less research and give less-graduate instruc-
tiiin. Instead, they will be pushed into the classroom to teach younger stu-
dents, and will resent these teaching chores.

'Further problems may center on the cost of doing research. Young
Ph.D.'s who cannot find appropriate jobs iminediately after graduation and

.11
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do not want to leave the academic environment, have been replacing
graduate students in growing numbers in the laboratories. This has caused
the cost of research to increase far beyond what is allowed under the rules of

4% thumb used by federal funaing agencies. To meet the stringent cost ceilings.
several major research universities have slowed down their updating -of
facilities and instrumemation, which has caused alarm in scientific circles.

Another dark cloud 'over the research universities is their growing in-
ability to innovate by attracting new faculty. Most of their senior faculty is
senior in name only. and nearly half of the tenured professors are under 50.
Mobility between campuses has virtually ceased. Most of the aging profes-
sors just stay on. blocking the promotions and appointments of younger,
promising faculty. PressUres to cut costs and promote junior faculty_ from
within have, caused second-string institutions to stop enticing name faculty
'during their declining years. when they become less productive. (Rather
than he faced with the cruelty of peer evaluations at the research univer-
sities. hbrut-out researchers used to move to lesser schools, _where they
could bask in their past glories and add luster to less distinguished col-.
leagues.)

These trends, which manifested themselves with some face from 1975
Ion are likely to continue throughout the 1980's. As a result, the_ research

I universities aLesi likely to be much less exciting and innovative places ten
ptlArs from now than they are todayand aide may be nothing to take their
place.

Many of the reserach universities' problems could be solv d merely
with the infusion of MoneV. If between one-third and .one-half dol-
lars per year were allocated to these schools to permit them t, more
fliculty. they could probably hire sufficient numbers of new teachers and
researchers to remain viable and innovative intellectually. Yet even with
these generous subsidies, their faculty turnover rate would be half of what it
was in the 1960'/

The political problems involved in charineling such large amounts of
money to thie, research universities without any strings attached are nearly
insurmountable-If the money were given in the form of research and devel-
opment grants. however, the social sciences.and humanities would _be
excluded. At the same time, the foundations for the arts or. humanities can
hardly be expected to distribute large amounts of money to elite institutions
when the Congress directs them -to become less elitist. Congressmen view
the universities not only as repositories of knowledge, but also as important
sources of expertise for community service; teaching and football. The re-
search universities are,weak in all these functions, and hence will have a
hard time mobilizing specilil treatment.

a
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Another approach would be to encourage the research universities to
expa d eir undergraduate enrollments-on a large scale.. With higher en-
rolln nts, these institutions could hire more stall, who would work in
research-oriented environments. They might also introduce special incen-
tives to make it more attractive for older professors to teach undergraduates.

This solution opens up a Pandora's box. Either the research universities
would have to lower their standards for undergraduate admissions, or they
would h-ave to create new financial subsidies for gifted students, or both.
Lowering admissions standards to increa.se enrollments would certainly go
against the interests of existing faculty. It is only since the end of World War
II that the cream of the private research universities became intellectually
homogeneous. Before this time they served a less gifted, but very rich coil-
stituency.of students, who treatedthe faculty with the consideration due to
servants. As to large subsidies-for the gifted, politicians are unlikely to vote
for them and other institutions would resent the iisearch universities'
"creaming of the student body. Besides, if liTited endowments .,were
stretched to support additional numbers of students, middle- and upper-
income parents who send their children to these schools might find the.
tuition increasing at an unacceptably rapid rate.

All pohcies. that would help the reseArch universities are likely to have
adverse effests upon other institutions which have developed special,
strengths and expertise in selected. disciplines, or with regard to the'needs of
a given, geographical area. These institutions, which include many of the
state systems' flagship schools, would find their missions endankx i 'they
were Unable to recruit gifted students for their more practically oriented
graduate program's. Because of their high local reputations and their substan-
tial influence in state legislatures, as well as their excellent Connections with
congressmen from their states,,these schools have generally fared better
than run-of-the-mill institutions. They can be expected to attraet a larger
proportion of the declining pool.of suulents, and will probably continue to do
well.

As in the past, the flagship schools in most states are likely to have the
fewest problems in keeping their faculty busy, and in Some states where the
number of eligibles for college is not expected to decline 'drastically, they
may even expand their enrollments at the expense of schools with less
prestige. The danger they face, in the political,arena. is that.they are doing
too well, causing other parts of the state system to be underutilized and to
complain bitterly to.the legislature. In some states, e.g., California, pressure
is increasing on the University sysiern 'to put a lid on its enrollment to
safeguard the clientele of the state college system. If thesepressures become
universal, the flagship schools, especially those like Berkeley. Chapel Hill
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and Madison, which are also research universities, will share the problems
of leading private institutions.

We have argued that policy should he foeused on prfserving the
strengths of the academically distinguished schools. Thi, fOcus is quite dif-
ferent from that of most policy discussions today, Which_ are concerned
primarily with the fortunes of schools which are losing students -or can no
kmger operate in the way to which they have been accustomed.

There is little doubt that the wisdom of hailing out Schools with declin-
ing enroltments will,contrhue to he discussed with increasing uriency during
the l 980's . On the one hand . some pp yate i heral art s colleges, some sectarian
schools, and all colteges that are committed to-teacher education are likely to
have trouble-keeping their former levels of enrollments. Many of these
schools command substantial loyalty from alumni '. and some have a distinc-
tive atmosphere or program. Unfortunately, as the reputation of public-
sector schools and especially flagship schoolshas improved, the public of
these "non-public, non-flagship- schools has started deserting them. Many
of these schools are too poor. too proud, or tOo inflexible to change their
orientation. They still cater practically exlusively to full-time students, and .

their offerings are mostly 'in the liberal arts or teaching.

The public policy issue is whether they should he subsidized so as to
continue contributing to the "diversity- of the American higher education
system. While part of their trouble is caused by the availability of cheap,
state-subsidized places in state collegel. the case for aid to private colleges
will be.more difficult to argue durinf the 1980's. Students who might for-
merly have been accommodated in marginal private schools will easily find
places in other schools with better reputations..In a dynamic context, it
s.eems clear that help to keep these schools going will ;evsaken the schools
which would benefit from their closing.

The arguments in favor of aiding schools that are losing studessnts have
been confusing. On the one hand, the friends of these schools have been
proclaiming their uniqueness and the difference between their approach or
curricuknn and -those of neighboring schools. On the other hand, the very
same friends have argued for a temporary infusion of aid to help these
chools change their administrative practices and curricula so that they more

closely resemble the schools which are competing successfully for students.

[ believe it Would be best for federal policy to keep its hands off the
issue of diversity, with the possible exception of 93onsoring some modest
experiments to help small, failing schools to help' themselves. The monies

:Dim the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education ought to, bp
sufficient for that purpose. A particularly promising project for tIrse schools
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would be to offer a new. integ work-study environment, where much of
the bkie- and white-collar work in .the institution would be performed by
students. They would thus be able to attract an increasing number of part-
time student: even to the remote rural areas where many of these institu-
tions are locat d.

To cone de, if state support of postsecondary education follows past
trends and th urrent relationship between tuition an'd disposable income
continues, the United States may expect to have a viable, but less exciting
sYstern of higher education te.i years from now. The prime attention of
policymakjrs should he directed toward the research univeksities, to make
sure that these remain able to innovate in their fields of leadership.

11.

Faculty

The large nullifier of Ph.D.'s in pursuit of a small number, of jobs is
making the faculty most vulnerable to institutional econoiny drives. As the
supply of persons with doctorates increases'hy some 40 per cent between
now and 198-5, the total demand tor faculty will remain at its present level or
decline slightly, and the scramble for jobs will be even more desperate than it
has been in the past few. years. In the first five years of the decade of the
1980's, the number of job openings is likely to be some 6 to 10 thousand a

ar. one-half to two-thirds of what it was between 1975 and 1980. By the
d Of Me decade, we may. with luck, return to the level of hires of the past

five years, i.e., some 15 thousand a year.
.

With competition for jobs reaching cut-throat dimensions. any number
of excuses can be offered by a financially hard-pressed school to reduce the
number of faculty members or to keep a lid on salaries. In practice, both of
these activities are easier to implement simultaneously: the threat of faculty
cuts is sufficient to keep down the salary demands. In some schools: faculty
unions have fought hard to protect the number of jobs and have sitown less
concern about the level of salaries. These unions were dominated by young
faculty members whose jobs were threatened. By contrast, established
unions, .such as the one at the .City University of New York, have been
adamant about protecting salary levels and have sacrificed large numbers of
junior faculty members to preserve the level of pay.

By the mid- I980s, the emphasis on salaries is likely to prevail. Faculty
unionism will increasingly take on the characteristics of other white-collar
unions. More faculty will be-tenurett, and the distinction between tenured
and non-tenured faculty will be blurre5i as union contracts will increasingly
guarantee job secUrity after a short.' Hal period, irrespective of rankThe
Majority of public institutions w be unionized, with only a few private
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prestige univet:sities, distinctive liberal'art;; schools and some schools with, '
religious affiliations remaining outside the realm of collective bargainitaig.

The unionization of faculty is likely to have a number of unintended
consequences. The most important for the national interest is the cifetstpf )
job security on institutions' ability to hire promising researchers to, repl.ate
faculty who turn out to be disappointments. Union contracts make it impos-v

"--sible to tire minimally competent staff. This may lead to the proliferetitn of
, 4sellarate institutions to Perform research, along the uvermore 444_ 't)rid

accentuate even more sharply the separation between research and ttac4itig: a
w

Separate researCh institutes. with their own staffs. might then be staffed
largely with "research bums- whose floating existeae fromIne research
project to another .wT1e:Hd still seem preferable to jobs which do not require
their expertise. Openings for mixed careers in teaching and research are
likely to become increasingly scarce between now and the en l of We cen-
tury. The number of such openings is projected to shrink b. half in the
period 1975 -85, as compared to the period 1965 -73. New research organiza-)
tions would most likely rely, on a small permanent management group, as
well.as a revolving cadre of young. cheap researchers who recently gradu-
ated from universitit4 Thus, if the young cadres did not unionize, they
would not he able to enforce their seniority rights. *,

There is no consensus about the minimum levels of scientific or cultural
,.

manpower which this country either wants or can afford. Nor have convinc-
ing projections of the employment of such manpower by age been prepared.
There is little agreement about the true value of experience, compared to the
imaginative approaches of the young. Hence, it has been difficult to draw the (--
attention of policYmakers to the fact that we are likely to ti'ave I dispropor-
tionate number of older scientists and humanists during the 1980's, andthat
the share of younger teachers and researchers will be

(well
below previous

. levels 'km 1985 to the end Of the millennium.
!N.

Of course it is not absolutely necessary forscientific theory, humanistic
research. or higher criticism to be created in a university or.research setting.
Since many .of their corporate an
their full energy and commitment, t

government jobs will rs4n-ire less than
e creativity of the undFrutilized intellec-

tuals could he stimulated in avoca ional, rather than professional, milieus.
Separate milieus sustained the crealtivity of Darwin, McCauley, Gibbon and
Mill as they.worked at unstimulating jobs. Non-academic centers of this sort
need not be located at universities. They might be developed independently.
Their chance*of survival would be better if they were free-standing, rather
thaq grafted onto colleges and universities whose faculties might resent the
work of potential competitors and possible scabs. Just as businessmen meet
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at Kiwanis and Lions Clubs; s would intellectuals meet in small groups.
adapting the idea of the salon to the American way of life.

The alternative to this eventuality-is to provide non-tected think tanks
for intellectuals. If 'half of all doctoral recipients were given a chance to
prove themselves productive in these think tanks for perhaps three years,
and two out of ten of this group were retained there for the rest of their
working lives, by the end of the l980's the cost of such a program would
approach $5 billion per year.

Students

One of the most obvious priorities in student aid is to rase the reim-
bursement ceilings in the BEM program at a rate greater than the increases
in the cost of edtication. This change in the formula will increase aid to
eligible students .who attend somewhat higher-cost schools. As more stu-

. dents move away,from low-cost., four-year schools and enroll in the states'
higher-cost flagship institutions, it behooves public authorities to make it
possible for students from economicallyaweak families to participate in this

- trend. Coordination of state and federal .scholarship programs &mid ensure
that the children',of the poor are not necessarily consigned to institutions
which cater exclufively to the academically unprepared and economicallY
weak.

It iS also important for public authorities to reallocate funds for
campus-based aid in keeping with the ebb and flow of students from one
institution to anoiher. The availability of publicly financed campus-,baselit
is a powerful attraction to students from modest circumstances. These is
considerable urgency for rechanneling campus-based aid from institutions.
which are tOsing students to those in which enrollments are steady t)r
Yet in the past t'444, years Rub lic policy has moved in the opposite directiort.
freezing aid levirls on the Fasis of allocations made in the more distant past.

. an ideal world where the bureaucracy knew the desires of students,
and students knew that the aid they were likely to receive would not vary
from institution to institution, such.shifts in public funds could be effected
quickly and painlessly. rn the real world. however, much care must be taken
to have the money precede the students without it being shifted so quickly
Ihat needy students are left behind without funds. If funds are moved too
quickly, they will be distributed to students with higher incomes, at least for
a while, until the needy students catch up with.them. This would then lead to
resentment among the better-off students who lose such support, adding to
the already considerable pressure to enact new legislation to subsidize stu-
dents in the middle- and upper-levels of the income distribution.
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Whether public authorities should subsidize 'students who are better off
is one of the two most important issues which will have to be resolved in the
next few years. (The second issue, the problem of equalizing the costs of
attendance in public and private institutions, wi.11 be discussed a little later.)

There is little doubt in my mind that ptical pressure will force public
authorities to reimburse better-off, and possibly even 1)ch, parents for part
of their children's college costs. These parents spe.nd considerably more
than the average on tuition, and thus do not benefit as much from state
subsidies to instruction. Reimbursement of the college, costs of students,
irrespective of family income, would mean a break with previouS policy
which has emphasized giving the disadvantaged access to More. schooling.
We have recently recommended that payments of up to $1,000 per student
he made available to parents who have unustially high college expenses, with
tuition costs exceeding a given percentage of their gross income. We fully
realize' that tl-kese payments will generally benefit persons whose incomes
place them in the upper quartile of the income distribution. Unfortunately, in
the absence of such a scheme worse legislation, such as the .tax credit or
token payments to middle-income parents, will be passed.

Transfers to the more affluent are likely to have.poSitive effects on the
financial conditions of the research universiti&s, a segment of the higher
education sector which needs both sympathy and attention. Federal 'pay-
ments to persons who have high expenses will .encourage the research uni-
versities to raise their tuition. Students' families will not get the major part of
the benefiti, the institutions will. On the other hand, parents of students will
be grateful for the illusion of a subsidy. Some $300 to $400 Million spent in
this fashion might have blocked the move for tax credit legislation which will
Cost at least a billion dollars.

It is more difficult to judge how the federal government might best help
to equalize.the costs of attendance ill public and private schools. Such meas-
ures would have been much easier to recommend 10 to 15 years ago, when
there was a shortage of student places. At present and during the next
decade, as the weaker private and public colleges increasingly compete for
students, it will he very difficult, politically, to aid eitheT the private schools
or the students who attónd them. The federal government has entered the
field gingerly with the State Student Incentive Program, which reimburses
states for part of the scholarships they offer their residents. Much of this
money goes to students who attend private institutions. Requiring such
scholarships to be made available to students who attend out-of-state
schools, too, would undouhtedly benefit some private institutions even
more. This would also he to the advantage of such prestige public schools as
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Michigan. Wisconsin and NOrth Cariilina. In the future, it may be desirable
for the federal goveinment tca cost-share with States only on rather sizeable
incentives, such as $1,000 per Student for students from families with in-
comes under $15,000, and $500 for other students. 'Most of these schol-
arships would go to studeilts in the private schools.

tfinal thought on student aid may be in order. If the public aukorities
contiaue to value giving students from modest circumstances access to post-
secondary education,.ttiey.may wish to reduce their reliance on loans. Many
of these students will not.last the full four-year course of studies and will get
little economic benefit from postsecondary attendance. In this light, it would
seem fair to reimburse a higher proportion of the costs incurred by freshmen
and sophomores who are eligible for Basic Education Opportunity Grants. If
the half-cost lifintation were waived and 75 per cent of students' costs were
reimbursed during their fist two years of college, the cost of the program
would increase by some $IT billion.

The changes in student aid which we recommend in order to keep higher
education enrollments at theieprevious level may cost as much as $3 billion.
This price tag seems frightening only,if one forgets that roughly the same
amount is spent on veterans' educational subsidies today, and that these are
likely to be completely phased out.of the budget by the 1980's.

*4'

Conduskm-

America's knowledge industry will be greatly weakened if public sup-
port to Colleges and universities remains tied to enrollments and to the level
of the nation's economic production. In order to avoid such deterioration.
public policy for higher education will have to go beyond aid to students and
tackle other areas of urgent concern.

Foremost among theSe is the problein of finding suitable employment
for a whole generation of young scientists and bumanists. These young
people are unlikely to be hired either to teach or to do research in colleges
and universities. If they are emPloyed elsewhere, their specialized skills will
be underutilized, and the pace of innovation in our intellectuaelife wijI slow
down.

How 'can we provide what amounts to sheltered employment for intel-
lectuals under our present system?'The easiest way would bti. to subsidize a
few research universities to continue expanding their faculties and thus take
care of the cream of the crop of graduating.doctorates. However, this is
unlikely to Iffe popular during a period when a number of smaller, pbssibly
less distingyi!:hed, btit much-loved, instituticins will be forced to close their

.
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doors. Our political system is better attuned tu helping classes.of persons, or
institutions, rather than to funding programs based on merit.

Yet, unless billions of dollars. at present prices, are found to support the
generation of scholars which will.go into the work force in the 1980's, we
may be entering one of the darkest periods of depression for academia. The
problems of tine-tuning aid to students, or responding to the p'ressures of the
middle class for a share in student subsidies, loom large only inasmuch as
they are likely to reduce the funds available for this operation.

Parental or student resources are not likely to play a major part in
determining enrollment levels in the 'next decade, as long as present aid
programs are in place. On the othei- hand, giving students from families of
small means a greater choice of schools may requireA drastic restructuring
of the distribution of this aid. It is to he hoped tfiat these administrative
problems will not steal the limelight from the real policy issues.
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Some Unconventional
SolutiOns

ris

G licy planning should anticipate the unexpected, and a very
persuasive arguMent can' be presented to the effect that college en-
rollments may plummet even more drastically than is generally an-

ticipated..

By the mid-1980's, the cohort of 18-year-olds will contain 17 per cent
fewer members than the comparable Cohort of the mid-1970's. The total
number of youngsters eligible to enter the labor market will be considerably
smaller than it is today. This means that, most likely, Tottead of worrying
about teenage employment rates of 'Aptnq 13 tier cent, we may be decrying
the shortage of 'young workers! Therefore, government sipsidies, such as
scholarship and loans for,college students, which reduce the lAor partici-
pation of young persons, could well fall into disfavor. With,highly educated
workers still in,. oversupply and still burdening the labor market, the knee-
jerk reactionsmay be to get the kids out of school and into jobs. 41

By then the implicit social benefits from more education and the social
demand for more schooling will be balanced on a knife:Keslge against the
more tangible benefits from jobs. This may lead sortie to aigue that the
government has no business giving young people the incentive to inves
relatively unProductive highep education whiCh keeps them away fro
duCtive work:Such arguments will be most.convincing with respect to mar-
ginal students who are not likely to complete fouryears of college education
and for whom a few years of additional schooling would prove least profit-
able economically. .

or
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There has been considerable reluctance to make realistic,preparations
fo this eventuality. Educators and policymakers havebeen much too con-
ce ned v/ith shoring up today's shaky system to think about hypothetical

sasterS. Mean ile. analysts who are distraught about the present surplus
of .college gradir tes have been advocating charging full cost fOr higher-edu-
cation. and ie mg on the market to balance the supply and demand for'

ates.

There is increasing agreement that our system of subsidizing both stu-
dents iind.institutions should change. There is ho agreement on what should
'be done. B'elow We discuss thrie possible ways of changing the system. The-
ta and mpst brutal. was conceived by laissez-faire:economists; it advo-
cates that students pay the total cost of their education beyond high school .

and. if need he. finance that coSt through loans. The second. diametrically
opposed to the first, envisages that the major share of instruction and living
'expenses be shouldered hy public authbritiefi; it is essentially the Swedish
triode!. We also present a third. neW and eclectic model, which channel\
subsidiesto part-time stbdents and to a few, selected, full-time students..

The Laissez-faire Economists' Prescription
*ft

Economists who regard education as an investinent in human resources.
would prefer eaCh student to bear 'the full burden ,nf the cost of higher
education. In this way. they hope to reduce the demand for higher education
and balance the supply. of jotis requiring this level of training with the
number of personS\ who continue their education beyond hiqp school.

These economists' prescription
Itt

is justified by concern about the fact
that subsidies to higher education benefit the rich dispropoVnately. It
makes these economists -uneasy.that only half of a given cohort enrolls in
college. and that the Very people most likely to be blessed with high incomes

*as they grow older enjoy large educational subsidies from public moneys,
Colrected by taxes on-less affluent groups. Therefore, they would prefer to
charge the ftll co'st of education to student's, with the students' fees and
living expenses financed by loans if neceSsarly and/or desired. They insist
that such loans be freely available at the market rate of interest, and that

'public. authorities be made responsilA for satisfying the loan demand, to
eliminate the imperfections in the capit'al market.

Not.4 economists -agree on how such loanS ought to,be repaid. Some
advocate conventional borrowing with long repayment teims, others pro-
pose that the loans be repaidin proportion to the recipients' incomes.

. While there is nothing very complex about repaymSt forratlas for con-
ventional loans (except getting students to repay them), a.variety of repay-
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ment scheCles ihas been proposed for income-contingent loans. Some
would set repayments at a stiaight percentage of the borrower's income.
Others Would set repayments at a percentage of the borrower's income
above a certain amount. Considerable imagination has gone into proposals to

, equalize the burdens of contingent loans between spouses, and to make it
possible to "buy out" of the Jnogram so as not-to scire the potentially
affluent, etc.

Rather than describe-all these flights of ingenuity. we shall limit our-
selves to an evaluation of student loan programs in general. Clearly, if the

e benefits 'of higher education arc translated only into higher earnings and
accrue to students rather than to society at large, the present system of
financing education beyond high school is unfairand loarqs would be much
fairer.

Whethik these loans should be conventional or incorne-coruingent,
however, is open to argumentAdvocates of straight loans argue that thy
price of entry to the escalator for success should be the same for all entrant's,
and that the most gifted, or lucky, whb parlay their education into higher
incoiites later on should not be penalized. It is further argued that contingent
loans are likely to attract persons with marginal abilities, who may view their
participation in higher education as.a low-cast lottery: If they acquire more
saleable qualifications, so mach the better: but if not, the penalty will not be
very high either. This criticism of contingent loans applies particularly to
loans which tax only incomes that are above a certaih minimum. With such
loans, the lottery.will cost much less to those who benefit least from higher
education.

By contrast, advocates of contingent loans argue that 'students who
have to take out large conventional loans to cover both the full cost of
instru6ion..and their living expenws would find the repayment biirden im-
pose4by such heavy borrowing to6 much for them in the years immediately
after graduation.. As their incomes rose, however. so would their ability to
repay. Another, inore tortuous argument goes something like this: It is dif-

, ficult for students 1,o evaluate the'benefits ef educatjon in advance, but it
become easier when lending authorities, which are interested in having the
loans repaid. encourage "truth in education" disclosures to students.

The economic arguments for financing higher education through loans
are attractive, but there is little chance that such financing will be adOpted in
a period of retrencfiment for the postsecondary sector. Devices for the ra-
iioning of student Pikes skuld ha:le been introduced when there was a
shortage of them.. At that time, they would rtot have been opposed as vehe-
mently a§..they are likely to be now. Unfortunately, it takes a long time for
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econotnic theory to be developed, and by then political forces may come into
play which make the theoretical prescriptions non-operational.

Many 'of my colleagues in the economic profession do not share my'
pessimism about the prospects of financing higher education through [Tins.
Yet I feel that even their optimism is tempered hy realism. for they do raNt go
further than tojeceimmend relying on loans more heavily than in the past.

Since financing through loans k not likely to come about, we will not try
to trace Sits potential effects on institutions or faculty. Let us just add that
some advocates of loan financing would like to make sure that students who
are enrolled in the same school but in different programs pay fees according
to the cost of the program in which they are enrolled. Thus, students in
cheap liberal arts programs Would pay less than those in expensive science
programs. This would le4i the fauortIt to an agonizing reappraisal of what
ought'and what ought nof to be taught.

The Swedish Model

Sane educators imd politicians favor adopting a very different, but
equally extreme policy for financing education, in line with the experience of
Sweden. There the government takes a much more Active part in finaneing
hoth postsecondory- institutions and postsecondary students. No fees are
charged- to students. The total burden of sapporting postsecondary institu-
tions is shouldered by the state. The state has assumed that all persons age
19 or older. are to be subsidized, when attending school. Parents' and
spouses' incomes are disregarded. All students are entitled to a basic grant,
which k supplemented by a loan bearing a low-interest rate. These loans are
generally long-term, with students obliged to repay them by age 50. Post-
ponement of payments is automatically granted to borrowers who are ill,
unemployed, or have incomes below a certain threshold. With some 60 per
cent of all student expenditures advanced by the government in the I970's,
the. program has facilitated the access of children from working-class
families and women-to higher education.

The Swedish travail in administering this system may be of interest to
advocates of qansplanting such a system to the United States. As long as
there was a brisk demand for college graduates, the system of, allocating
moiley to institutions worked relatively well. EVery qualified entrant was
guaranteed a place in a. university, with the exception of medical and en-
gineering schools, which kept predetermined ceilings on their enrollments.
Recently, as the. job market for college graduates soured, an increasing_
number of entrants opted for vocationally-oriented courses, just as in the
United States. This led to a decline in university enrollments and to a strug-

,
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gle with regard to the amount of funds which different institutions were to
,receive from the central government. The Swedes .then attempted to defuse
thes'e co`ntroyersies by decentralizing the decisions to six regional boards.

'This policy is much too neiv to he evaluated.
.It is also significant.that the amount of grant money for students has

leveled off in the past few kars, and that students with no other source of)
surPort have hard to rely increasingly on loans. C.

In the pluralistic Americansystem. support of all institutions by federal. .

state and local grants would require a fundamental rethinking of the respon-
sibilities of public authorities for the private sector. Various models for the
support of private schools can he found by looking across the-Atlantic: The,
Swedes gradually took over full responsibility for their private uniVersities:
the Dutch reimburse private universities for the cost of instruction, based
upon levels in the public sector: and the-British channel funds to a number of
institutions through a grants committee. However, not one of these coun-
tries attempts to deal with hundreds, let alone thousands. of institutions with
different standards, curricula and costs.

Within the next 10 years. the only feature of the'Swedish system which
could possibly be implemented in this country .is its financing of students.
The recent enthusiastic advocacy of aid to middle- and upper-income par-
ents of college children is sufficient evidence that there is both uhease and
resentment in all segments or the population about paying college bills. The
"Swedish way relieves all parents, irrespective of income.

It would be very difficult to adapt this to American reality, howeverow
With a postsecondary system in which fees vary from instituti n to institu-
tion, floors and ceilings for reimbursement of these fees would have to be
eStablished and, probably, a uniform living allowance added.

At current cost levels, such a program would require disbursements of
close to $18 billion for undergraduates, and probably an additional $2$3
billion if graduate and professional .students were made eligible. Even on the
assumption that the number of students would not increase, it is likely that
with6a pra4ically universal .system of support, tuition and fees would. The
cost of the program might then escalate (at current prices) to, say. $25
billion. It would remain equal to the current level of student aid only if grants
were kept to 15 per cent of the program's cost. In this evept, students from
poor families would have to borroW much more than they'do today.

Institutions and faculties would benefit from this.new approach to stu-
dent financing, valich would provide additional resources to-the postsecon-
dary sector. Both the employment level and faculty wages c44. be raised.
At the same time, as long as ceilings on the level orsubsidiesIretWained in



effect and the lion's share of the program were financed through loans:
students would remain conscious of the costs of different programs.

The most obvious disadvantage of.the program is that it would channel
resdurces to hitherto unsubsidized well-to-do students. A less obvious
drawback is that it encourages full-time study, and may.not be appropriate
for the 1980's, when there will be shortages of youth-manpower. Neverthe-
less, proponents of the fully-automated, cybernetic society, who anticipate
no great upsurge in the demand for labor, may wish to keep this pattern in
mind in reforming student aid.

The Eclectic Model

Realists will not take the classical liberal eamomists advice to rely fully
on loans too seriously. Nor will they he very optimistic about the possibility
of underwriting the lion's share of the cost of the higher gducation along
Swedish lines. Therefore, we have proposed anoiher model for subsidizing
students which would be better attuned to the needs of the 1980's. We call it
the eclectic model.

The eclbctic model attempts to meet the following objective: (1) reduce
students' investment in postsecondary education by allowing them to study
and work conciirrently, (2) allow students to graduate earkier than they
would under existing patterns of part-time attendance, and (3) at the 'ame
time, increase the supply of young workers. Schemes that allow students to
economize on their investment in.education are partitularly desirable at-a
time when the financial returns from additional years of schoUling may be
expected to' shrink. As long as a major component of the investment is
firegone earnings, the obvious approachshort of escalating scholarships
as in the Swedish modelis to encoOrage concurrent study and work.

The eclectic model is based on the assumption that the majority of
young persons are likely to want a taste of postsecohdary education, just as
they do toda.y. It suggests that they.can get it by registering for 2/3 of the
full-time school load (8-10 credits) and alsO working some 25 to 30.hours a
week. This would mean that the students would obtain their bachelor's
degree in six _years rather than ('our. For their part, employers would. be

' encouraged to split two jobs among.three youngsters, a*reasonable solution
since there would be a shortage of young workers.

To make this plan work, we recommend that part-time studetit's be
reimbursed for their tuition, fees, transportation and hooks, and also receive
asmall stipend ($150 a month), if they partipipate in the labor force and are
employed at least 40 weeks during the year, working no more than 25 hours



each week. The average stipend per student in this program would amount to
$1,200.. $

This would create an incentive for yo6ng people to work and study at
the same time, thus addressing theissue of youth labor shortages. Concur-
rently. this proposal would make it more attractive for ewyloyers to hire
part-time students, since it would result in more productiv workers at a
lower, hourly cost. In other words. employeo could obtain better quality
workers, at a lower price, because these workers would receive an rddi-
tional subsidy for their studies. .

This, work-sharing experiment- would be a success only if hedul-
ing, employment andaSocial-security costs of hiring three perso do two
jobs did not exceed the beneficial effects of the subsidy. Perhaps additional
tinkering with the social security and unemployment contributions might he
necessary to make the progran sufficiently.attractive to employers. How-
ever, we will not know what Ve1 of subsidies would he required to make the
program work until such a ,ptogrm is actually put into effect and adjusted.

Because of its frnan ial ince tives, this program might become so at-
tractive as to discourage he cream of the-academic crop (especially potential
full-time students from 11 milies with modest means) from attending full-time,
and thus postpOne theii entry into professional and graduate schools for
many years..To counteract this trend for the more gifted students, special
incentives would have to be devised for these students to attend full-time.
Probably as many as half a million students should benefit from such incen-
tives. We propose copying the British siubsidy system: offering generous unit
scholarships. sufficient to pay a major share of any school in which the
students are accepted. and making these allowances taxable to their parents.
Thus rich parents would benefit less than the poor. whose marginal taX is
lower. Some cross-over from one program to the other should also be en-
.couraged.

The gross costa of this program may be as high a $7-8.5 billion in
today's prices, but if all the subsidies are taxable to.recipients, it is likely that
a quarter of the cost will he recaptured through income taxes. The cost of the
program will .depend to a large extent upon the pricing'policy which institu-
tions adopt in the light of (1) increased support ft); students, and (2) the
probably decline in their workloads.

- The fact that the majority of students are likely to be supported will
certarnly tempt jnstituticms tuyincrease their tuition: The merit scholars will
not he deterred by ihcreiase,, however, and it may be argued that the
thrt-time students with heavy work. commitments will ev.entually be reim-
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bursed by the proposed subsidy or elseore.capable of paying higher fees
anyway, because of the level of their earnings. "II

Even assuming that higher education is still prized as a sign of status,
and that the total number of students does not change drastically, the fact
/that many more students will attend.school part-time is-likely to result in a 20
per cent decline in institutions' workloads.

Of

The Impact of Part-Time Enrolhuents on Institutions and Faculty

As a result of conditions in the labor market. which make it easy for
young people to'find jObs. or changes in student aid which encourage work
concurrent with higher education, a much higher proportion of students may
opt for part-time study. Perhaps they will again become increasingly
.ori.ented to. the humanities. social sciences and general education for their
own sake, even though they may realize that such subjects will not he of
much practical use in the world of yNrk. On the other hand, the fierce
competition for jobs is more likely tolnotivate students to choose practical
fields.. In this case, accounting, business administration and training for
semi-professional occupations. such as drafting. elementary me'chanics and
electronics. etc...will dominate students' interests. These choices might
have different effects on different types of institutions. v-.

While today's institutions are capable of meeting demands for general
education,, they may require different and possibly more expensive re-
sources if they wish to offer "majors in practical fields. Even such mun-
dane majors.as busine.,i.s require high capital investments in computers to
round off the theoretical aspects of instruction.

In either case, institutions that are located cl6se to large labor markets
are likely to benefit if students shift from full- to part-time studies. This is
paticularly true of schools in metropolitan areas, where jobs are available,
though the increasing suburbanization of white-collar jobs and the conse-
quent movement of many potential students to the suburbs may jeopardize
the prospects of some central-city institutions.

7 Isolated schools in small towns and rural areas would suffer most from
the shift to pat-time studies. Unless they had some claim to academic dis-
tinction and continued to attract sizable numbers of full-time students. they
would have little chahce of limiticig the decline in their enrolhiponts suffi-
ciently to remain viable. This would lead to an increasingly polarized higher
education system, with "prestigeiresearch schools at one end of the spec-

, trum. and either trade or low-selectivity schools at the other.
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This dichotomy is not consonant with the American tradition. Further-
more, the elite schools might well find thecnselves in tighter financial straits
than those catering to part-time students. Assuming_ that the majority of
part-time students were employed, their financial capacity to pay fees might
be greater than that of full-time students who still depend on their parents.

The partTtime students might either attend classes a ,taight during the
academic year. or use_such innovations in scheduling as iniZnsive weekend
courses and two- or three-week-long mini-courses. The mini-course pattern
has been tried successfullyin the U.S.S.R., providing part-time and corre-
spondente students with access to intensive tutoring before examinations
and to physical science laboratories, neither of which could be made avail-
able during the normal academic year.

'There would be a risk that institutions which catered to part-time stu-
dents might become either schools for generalists or trade schools. In the
former eventuality, their economic value might he low, hut their-social value
might be considerable if they contributed to greater sophi.
tura' awareness in ihe general population. If they became
might have more ecdriomic justification, but employers w
fits and an important part of our postsecondary subsidie
hidden investment credit to business.

cation and cul-
chools, they

reap the hene-
might become a

Meanwhile the colleges that continued catering to full-time students
might become escalators for "top managers" and other professionals. This
would lead to a considerable change in orientation. At present, much of their
faculty is oriented to training future university teachers. However, this
source of demand will virtually dry ups.

If an increasing number of students attend courses part-time, mostly
evenings and weekends, the temptation to hire part-time faculty to teach
them may become hard to resist. Part-time teachers cost less, since they are
paid asfraction of the salaries of full-time teachers and d'o not benefit from
any of the fringe benefits. They could easily he recruited in urban areas from
a large pool of peysons with advanced degrees. many of whom might be
eager to enhance their status by establishing an academic affiliation.

If between a fifth an a third of all kastructors taught part-time. this would
wipe out all net new openings in acia4ia and research. The need to salvage
promising researchers would then become even more acute in the next ten
years. Instead of a $5 billion program to stockpile promising young re-
searchers, we might have td devise a program costing $10 billion. The alter-
native is 'to Watch a whole generation lose its skills through lack of use.
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S ununary

Three possible approaches to student financing have been presented:
the lakset-faire economists' approach, the Swedish model and the eclectic
model. All- three are 'radically different from the rather puritanical, need-
based approach which is generally accepted today. Each one addresses the
needs of society somewhat more flexibly than the present system, which was
devised to suit conditions which no longer exist. In the past, when the social
return from higher education was substantial, it was s,ensible to equalize the
chances of poor, and rich in the degree sweepstakes: today. when the. returns
from winning the race.are less certain and hence the social returns are lower.
a more selective approach is indicated.

Which 'approach should be recommended depends upon one's value
judgements. Thus. policymakers who believe in the wisdom of the market
will find that increased, and possibly exclusive. reliancd on loans makes
sense.

.For those.who believe that it is better to subsidize higher education than
tobdcco or steel. the Swedish approach. which requires only the smallest,
sacrifices.from students who pursue their education heyond.high school. will
have a great deal of appeal. Under this system, students who did not corn-
plete their degrees would protrably lose very little, and, at least in Swe9en.
with its progressive income tax, those who completed their degrees would
not gain very much either. Since higher education is more widespread In the
U.S.. however, the costs of the Sedish approach would be higher herre. and
instead of reverting back to the state in the form of higher taxes. the Penefits
wocild stay with the individual. With tax reductions on the hori)Zon. this
approach would be difficult to sell in the present-political environment.

The eclectic approach has much to re
'commend

it. It meets the needs of
the times by reducing the cost of participating in higher education and by
distributing the bulk of the subsidiFs tO young workers, who umn will be in
short supply. We believe that it is not too early to propoNe it, since it is
different enough from the' present pattern to require a ribmber of years of
discussion, examination and modificantion before it is. perhaps, accepted as
the pattern for our future policy of student aid. Unfortunately this approach
does not solve the problem of how to safeguard and use highly-trained.re-
searchers and academics in a period of declining enrollments!Zhe need fora
manpower policy that would achieve this looms large on the horizon. If our
guess is correct, it will also weigh heavily on federal budgets in the next few
years.
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Can Po !Icy Be
Turned Around?

`ft

ederal policy for highei education has tried to-satisfy a multiPlicity of
claimants with rather modest amounts of mOney. The principal re-
sponsibility for supporting the cost of instruction in higher education

rests with the students parents, the students themselves, state governments
and private philanthropy. Federal subsidies started to play an important role
in this area only recently and indirectly, through assistance to students.

.The federal subsidies can be divided into three categories. First, a most
heterogeneous and wide-ranging package of aid originates in the Education
Division of H.E.W.; second, funds Tor research, development and graduate
studies are provided by a number of agencies with narrower interests; and
finally, there are substantial transfer payments to veterang and orphans.

The last two types of programs cannot be relied upon to solve any of the
fundamental.problems in our system of higher education. The level of out-
lays for research and development, the stipends to graduate students, and
the support for veterans and orphans are set either with -specific national
goals, in mipd. or as a result of pressures from specific groups of be-
neficiaries. They are generally distributed to the advantage of those who are
already in the system, rather than those trying to get in. It would be imprac-
.ticak to try to use these funds to solve the problems of specifl'categories of
schools or of students. Therefore the burden of "doing something" to help'.
higher education adapt to new Conditions in the next ten years will be borne
either by some new organizations, or.by the Education Division.
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It is riot easy to change the direction of educational programs in the
present political climate. Especially in the recent past. Congressional propo-
sals to add money to higher education 011: been motivated by political
considerations rather than by considerations of long-range policy (ride the
tuition tax credit). The limited federal role in education and the continuing
unwillingnesN to expand this role by spending more money result in a chaotic
appropriations process.

Ever since the middle of the Johnson Administration, Congress anrthe
Executive Branch have had,different priorities for higher education legisla-
tion. When the Administration tried to put a limit on spending by eliminating
some'programs. Congress continued to fund them.

Bedause of this difference of opinion. Congressional staffs have increas-.
ingly pushed for more detailed administrative provisions to be included in
the lelOslation itself. Hence. the hands of the Executive Branch have been
tied, and it has dot been possible to change the orientation of several pro-
grams so as to fill existing needs, rather than serve the clientele for which
tbese programs were designed a decade ago. Innovations by the Administra-
tion have proved to be sure-fire recipes footrouble. Only small programs
have escaped Congressional scnitiny and have_been allowed to zig and zag
wilt) the needs of the times.

Educatioqdoes not easily submit to rational policy lillanninFiand higher
education least of all. Everyone in Congress has had at leastilt years of
exposure to education and most elected representatives still have close ties
with college presidents and- professors. Thus, the best laid plans of budget
peopltY arid planners concerned with the, public interest are not likely to
receive a sympathetic hearing on the Hill, unless they are consistent with the
moment's political priorities.

The Education Division may never, have the opportunity to impose a
rational policy because of these diverse influences on the legislative process.
Unfortunately, the responsibility for innovation must rest with the Division
because of the open-ended nature of its mandate. The principarpiece of
legislation through which it channels money to colleges and universities and
their students is the Higher Education Act. This law has been amended
repeatedly and now serves several different purposes. The lion's share of its
funds currently goes 'to student aid that is designed to equalize access to
postsecondary education among children from different income grouris. In
addition; small amounts of money are allocated to adult education, libraries,
schools that have financial problems, and some graduate students. The au-

Aitiority of this Act is due to expire soon, and preliminary discussions of new
policy initiatives-have begun within the Education Division...
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Current Concerns

It is surprising to what extent past concerns still dominate current dis-
cussions of policy alternatives. Much of this conservatism is due to theabsence of any incentive to liroaden these discussions. The constituency
which the Education Division serves is both fractured and re.sistant to
change. The junior colleges: the senior public institutions, the private
schools, and the elitist institutions wifh strong graduate departments all
carry on separate lobbying operations. Although they have enough clout to
abort efforts to change legislation. however, the members of this consti-
tuency have been unable to agree on new legislation, or propose legislative
innovations of their own. Quite recently they have lobbied for rfiore moneyfrom tlw federal government, backing measures which- would give each
groilp a proportionateshare of the increase. Most of the time the Administra-
tion is too busy beating off those raids on public funds to bring up questions

Jelating to the national interest,lor to try to alter the distribution of aid in line
with each group's previous share of the moneys.

st.This atmosphere casts a pall on the creativity of the Education Divi-
sion, making it too timid to entertain any ,larger vision. Whether they are
career or political appointees, most members of this Division feel embattled,
unappreciated. and underrepresented in the high councils of government.
There is a pervasive feeling that for every desirable innovation, constituen-
cies have to he bought off with more money for less desirable goals.

Within government, and especially in the. Office of Management and
Budget, the Education Division is perceived as the tool of the educational
establishment, which tries to extract "as much money as possible from the
federal treasury. On the Hill. its image is one of a lumbering, ineffective
bureaucracy which sibould be replaced by a check-writing machine.

le fact. however, the Education Division is morecomplex. It shelters a
small band of idealists who are concerned with equal access to education,
and a much larger group of battle-scarredveterans,:who defend their pro-
grams against criticism and cerrient alliances which allow.these programs to
grow. The principal weakness of the Education Division is its failure to
become a center for hard-headed planning for all of education.

Because of its present timidity, the Education Division's innovative ac-
tivity has been directed to peripheial fields. Thus it displays considerable
enthusiasm about doing something for adult educgon, helping black col-
leges,- and opening the doors of ,graduate schools to minorities. In the area of
student support, some lip-service is paid to giving students from disadvan-
taged backgrounds more choice of instiwtions, and to giving wealthier stu-
dents more opportunities to borrow. These issues were formulated in the
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1960's; nothing new has been added, nor has there been any direct cogni-
zance Of the changing conditions which make these issues less relevant
today. In the field of adult education, for example, the shortage of upper-
level jobs now makes mid-career education less likely to pay off. The federal
government's integration efforts and the decline in college enrollment have
put a new face on the need to aid developing institutions and black colleges.
And the likely surplus of Ph.D.'s deniands a careful reanalysis of the pro-
grams that encourage minority students to enroll in graduate, if not profes-
sional. programs.

The New Priorities

Nowhere in the'present agenda of the Education Division can one find
any plans to deal with the issues which are likely to f;ge of top priority in the
next 10 years, Two of the three issues below have been preempted by such
other organizations as the National Science Foundation and the Foundation
for the Arts and Humanities. During the next decade, we shall have to take
action to:

( 1) save a generation of scientists and humanists who will not be able to
find.suitable jobs in academic and research environments.

(2) safeguard the intellectual potential of the research universities,
which will not be able to afford:to hire the young staff that 4,9uld allow them
to remain creative, or renew their intellectual capital, and

(3) re-examine the. programs which channel aid to economically de-
prived'students, lest the newavailability'of jobs for young workers which is
ekpected in a few years lures .them away from continuing their_education.

These are major issues, and they will be difficult to resolve
particularly now when, for the first time in decades, higher education is
taking on the characteristics of a stable or declining itidustry: not only is its
clientele shrinking. hut the value of its marginal product is also declining.

As tbose who are in the political mainstream of Washington know,
declining industries with strong lobbies usually put up a desperate fight to
have their resource shored up and to protect themselves against the de-
leterious effects of the market. There is little doubt that higher education will
muster its backers and put pressure on the fedeeal government to escalate
support to all institutions or, failing this, to those institutiops which are likely
tO sink in the unfavorable climate of 1980 to 1990.*

The drive to preserve existing institutions will also result in pressure to
pass legislation encouraging students to enroll. There will be campaigns to
fin the empty seats in colleges and universities with the old, with high school
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dropouts, and perhaps even with bureaucrats, who may be directed to ac-
cumulate college credit before they can be promoted, or possibly to keep
their grade. The small victories achieved by egalitarians against crelien-
tialism in recent years are likely to be wiped out.

More important, the large number of college graduates'among new en-
trants into the Iiibor force may encourage a kind of educational escalation. If. r-
c rede nt la's play a large part in determining earnings and access ta "good"
jobs, the recipients of bachelor's degrees may feel increasing pressure to get
onehmore degree to enhance their employment prospects. This trend would
run counter to all efforts 'to rationalize the demand for education.

WieAkvernment's Dilemma
NThe changes which must be made'are easy to summarize, but difficult to

implement. It is essential to intrOduce new programs to put educational
legislation in step with the needs of the times without sabotaging the social
progress of the last 15 years. The, old prioritiesequalizing access to higher
education for all income groups abd increasing the retention of students from
the deprived familiesshould not be lost. At the same time, we must rei-
tect subsidies to increase the proportion of young persons who opt for work
without reducing their opportunities for poststtcondary study.

It would be easier to deal with tomorrow's problems by supporting
legislation that would increase funds for traditional constituencies than by
fighting an uphill battle for new programs. Nevertheless,ihere is an urgency
to begin reorienting our programs. We need funds for the researchers and
thinkers who will be graduating in the near future, in order to prevent a break
in the continuity of the nation's research establishment and a resulting loss
of potency. New administrative mechalhisms must be developed to move
resources into programs that will maintain the thrust of our research.

First, however, Congress must be convinced that the surplus of Ph.D.is
is not ephemeral, that it wit!, plague us for at least a couple of decades
certainly until the end of the millenniumand that it results from little
demand. Thus, limited efforts to finance young Ph.D.'s for a few years after
graduation would merely postpone the problem, without solvingit.

In order to tackle the problem effectively, policymakers will have to
Make ,some important decisions: how many researchers should be sub-
sidized? How they should be chosen? What performance criteria should be
established to make them eligible for continuing support?

There are ni) clear-cut models for us to follow. Unlike European re-
search institutes. government-run laboratories and research organizations in
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the U.S. itre mot dominant in their fields. In some fields. such as anthropol-
. ogy, literature, and philosophy, there are no government-sponsored centers

at all. If is! new mechanism requiring a kind of triage of intellectuals R estab-
lished, ..ome thought must be give/110 who wouldmakc, the crucial choices..
Eo what extent can we "entrust them to academia, with its intrigues? Should
we develop some sort of commissions or panels that could exercise their
choice free, from the higotr} of institutional loyalty? Irrorder to keep support
for rtsearcherc within reasonable financial hounds, the triage of the worthy

i
would ''. 1\11441igkef-firliepeated again and again. And after that would come*

, further decisions about' the renewals of grants: hoW often Should they he
**7 renewed, and by whom?

It Wiould be tempting to try to solve the problems of the research univer-
sities an* r_esearchers simultaneously. But if so, how' would th'ese univer-
sities he (Thosen? Should we support outstanding deNrtments, o imit our-ti
selves to outstanding institutions? Arguments 4ound for either po

f
ieY.,Sup-

porting ftstiinding departnients by offerinV them -free- researchifs or
teacherl, qld spread the program among many more institutions. This is a..
potential p is. On the other hand, this policy would run the risk of blocking
the.kind of breakthroughs that result from 'the, cooperation of rese:archers in
several disciplines. .Fhe synergy could well develop between disciplines
which .4re not cooperating today. Or perhaps, in order to avoid charges of
favoring a few elite institutions, ir would make se-nse to establish regional
centers' only locnely affiliated with universities.

Difficult and politically..setuitive iis the problem of our research pos-
ture may be,. they are dwarfed by thetchallenge of reshaping student aid in
such a way as not to'penali4e marginal.entrants to postsecondary institu-
tions. Currently. the federal government_iN. subsidizing the cost of a no-win
lottery ticket for two 6ut or thwe (lc' onvmii:allY deprived students. These
students are not likely to complete;four years of higher education..and they
will not he rewarded for their foregone incomes while attending school.

4,

%W hile it is well ipd good_ to approveof the cultural benefits of post-
sect4dary tducation, the ecOnomic costs to the children of economically-

'weak 'parents loom very large in establishing the cost/benefit ratios of this
cation.*Sixty per cent of all.students and the :vast majority of students

low-income families go to-collate in order to get a better Job. If better'
johs.are not.likely to he av0a le to miiirgi 'd students. most of 1,,u4 o in- c önie'

. from poor families, it is wron encour uch students'to give up ea.re-
ings in order to participate in higher edu f n.

_

It would he even more cruel to close th'e doors of higher education to
smart-and motivated gut aprepared students, howeyer, especially.to thosef
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Whose academic;cjeficincies are due to the environment in which they grew
up, or the schools they attend41. One can be practical without being elitist or
prejudiced against latebloomers. If' one prizes social mobility as much as I
du, one insists on preserving the opportunity for, young people to bet on
themselves whatever the o ds. i am urging,. though, that the price of the bet
be calibrated in such a way s to give tharginal students a large number of
options.

The proposals to promote work and study which were described in
Chapter Four were aesignedkeiith precisely this ohjective in n'iind. In prac-

, lice, such pritrams would have to give students the opportunity -to cross
. over from the work-and-stutty program to the full-time program. if they so

desire% At the same time, the better students might need a chance to .compete
for scholarships which would allow them to study full-time.

,.,
The introduction of heavy subsidies for work and study and the full-time

scholarhips forourstanding students would totally change the federal schol-
,arship effort. Although it seems easier and mOre convenient to subsidize
students.on the basis-of certain measurable economic attributes, this must be
abandoned. Instead, public authorities must take part in the process of
selecting students who will be placed in specific programs on the basis of
achievement, despite the political difficulties involved.

Some may call these suggestions impractical. They certainly-do not
build on the cozy relationships which have already been established, and
which make fhe political survival of programs possible. Civil servants and
political appointqes would find it easier to continue with the care and feeding ,-
of existing prow-1.ms.

.41

Yet our review of likely developMents in the higher educatiork sector has
corivineetl Lk that the-existing programs, operated in conventional ways. will
not solve-the prOblems of higher education. If colleges arid universities were
all alike and their pro"ducts fairly uniform, one could produce an orderly
shrinking or decompression of higher education by borrowing from the prac-
tices commonly used in sheltering declining industries. One coutd try to give
subsidies based bn some parity, as in agriculture. protection from foreign
competition, and, possibly, subsidies to expOrts. Unfortunately, higher edu-
cation is unlike a4 other industry, both in process and rn product. Its
institutions have served differeni missions. Some institutions are essential to
maintaining our intellectual leadersh . Pthers have such important goals asi4)

supporting our technological leaders ip, fulfilling vocational training needs.
etc:.Thus, in the difficult period ahead, the key officials in charge orsubsidiz-
ing,higher education will have to- make cfioices based on the relative impor-
tance i)f. the missions, and will have to put their judgement on the line. Until

Or

X
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now, they have never done this explicitly, and it is urgent for them to
estiklish their credibility soon.

Problems of Trapsition

Quahtum leaps..in policy take a great deal of time and energy
eskcially when they require abandoning some objectives and replacing'
them with new ones. Old constituencies have to be pa4fied, new constituen-
cies must be formed, public opinion and political alliances must be culti-
vated.

The current organtation of the fe&.ral government does not prevent
these steps from being taken, nor would any reasonable reorganization of the
Education Division. Starting tomorrow, some modyst steris could be taken
to build up the capacity of the federal government as a planner of the future
of higher educatiOn.

For example. the federal government could pioneer in introducing
work-and-study programs, both in order to show that such arrangements are
practical. and to gain experience in ironing out the difficulties involved,
many of which cannot be foreseen today. If employment for 25 or 30 hours a
week could he provided for students who study two-thirds time, the effect bf
this combination on the performance of these students could be obserVed.
Federal authorities are in a particular good position to start such a program:
Their experience with part:time employment of professional women would
come in good stead to.administer this innovation.

A program for some 20 thousand Presidential schOlars, chosen on,the
basis of tests and recommendations siinilar to those used to award Merit
Scholarships, could also be offered. If the proceeds of the scholarships were
taxed to the students' parents, the net cost .of the Treasury of full-Cost
scholarships, covering both room and board at institutions. where the schol-
ars are accepted.. should not exceed,..$70,million in 1979/80.
fp Such innovations would send a signal to the Hill and-to the educationa

mm u n it y thlg the Education Division has a leadership potential. The Divi-
sion should continue to change its image by becoming tke mediator,between
other bureaucracies and the education establishment, particularly the re-
search uiiiversities. It should atteMpt to resolve trivial misunderstandings, ,

reMove unreasonable requirements, and suggest measures to cut the costs of ..

meeting federal regulations. Nothing would be more in the spirit of the
current Carter Administratioa. A small step in this direction could lie taken
in connection with equal employment opportunity programs, for instance. .
The Division could bring, some realism to the colleges' and universitiee
previously agreed hiring.goal$0 the light of tile current slow-down in hiring,
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provide a common data base to help institutiOns cut the costs of their sub-
micsions, and take the lead in cutting down the need for multiple sub 's-
skms to different agencies. These are small steps indeed, but they woild be
viewed as significant, signals by the segment of higher education Which the
federal government needs as a potential ally.

Conclusion

It will be 'difficult to re-direct the federal government's programs in
higher education, and it will require going against the mainstream. The new
proposals may need to be repeated several times before they are accepted:
However, they need not fail just because they are different. Federal officials
have dared to promote several other innovations in higher education in the
past, e.g., aid that is channeled diiectly to the the students-under Basic
EduCational Opportunity Grants. Such programs were passed by Congress,
and are being funded adequately.

.Consider the alternatives: Unless work-and-study program4 are intro-
duced, it is likely that an important segment of potential studpnts from
families with modest means will go to work instead of enrolling in college.
Those who believe that this country's progress is best served by a meritoc-
racy will be disturbed by the prospect of less able persons from richer
families gaining advancement ahead of abler but less-educated children of
the poor. Those concerned with social mobility will be equally disturbed by
the prospect that children from economically disadvantaged and minority
backgrounds (those most likely to opt for a. decent job as soon as it is
available) will lose a chance to compete for the best jobs by not enrolling 10
college.

If handled properly, work and study could contribute to the salvation of
higher education as we know it. Full-time students who pay a high price for
obtaining a degree cannot be blamed if they choose practical majors which
will advance their job prospects. Part-time students who have access to
work-and-study prograv, and thus sacrifice much less, by studying, could
be expected to experime* more in their choice of courses. Liberal education
would thus attraCt more work-and-study than full-time students. Without
work and study, the number of students will shrink so severely as to intro-.
duce cut-throat competition between schools. Simply introducing liberal-
arts components into occupational programa, as some academics have
suggested recently, is sure to fail. Schools that are desperate for students
will undercut any such trend and offer the narrowest programs. Those with
the strongest liberal-arts component will lose out in the competition for
students. The lossts to the intellectual viability of postsecondary education
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will be great. Institutions that are accustomed to dealing with full-time stu-
dents must realize that their salvation lies in ;i.'cepting the pattern 4 simul-
taneous work and stu(4, , -

l::ven it* the work-and-study programs take off. himever, we can,. at
best. anticipate a stable or somewhat diminished college and education sys-
tem. Maintain Mg the intellectual vitality of our research universities, salvag-
ing their ability to innovate, and adding new blood to their staffs will be a
separate, and monurnZntal task. Our decision% in this area will have both
national and internati6nal ramifications. It seems inconceivable to dismantle
our impressive capacity for training doctoral-level Scientists and humanists.
It is equally inccenceivat:,le to consign nine out of ten of the newly-minted
Ph.D.'s to jobs outside of the academic establishment. Public policy will
have to play a key. role in a difficult balancing act which will reduce the
supply of doctoral scientists and humanists, and incrpe the number of
career openings in academia. Our current pattern of employment. which
turn% over young academicians and lets them loose in the "real world after
six years in acadeittja. is both crueland dangerous. If it continues, by the end
of the millennium we will be short of potential academicians in their forties
and our research and teaching capabilities will be severely diminished.

Finally, the maintenance of our research capability is importantnot only
in itself, as it affects the quality of life. hut also for its role in our national
security. Several Western European nations have already recognized the
need to add li-esh blood to their academic and l'esearch establishments. Their
central government budgets are being increased with this need in mind. The
effects of these increases have not always been the ones anticipated by the
authorities. In France, for instance, instead of drawing new graduates to the
research institute -the new programs have enabled older researchers on_
part-time or te porary appointments to obtain the lion's share q newl)t
created positio s. Great Britain's increased academic budget has jusl been
passed, and it Will be ipteresting to find out what happens there.

In Eastern European countries, by contrast, the prospects for scientific
research are much brighter. Although these countries face the same demo-
graphic problems we do. they have much more leeway in renewing their
research and academic "capabilities..Not only are fewer of their high school
graduates presently enrolled in higher education, making it easier for'enroll-
ments to grow, but the site of their faculties can be increased through admin-
istrative fiat. Furthermore, this fiat can be justified quite easily, sinee Ibeir
claSs sizes are now very large and the re neration of their teach °. is
relatively low. The recently expressed interest f East European academics
in methods of conducting small seminars, instead of-traditional large lec-
tures. is a straw in the wind, showing the thinking of their Ministries.

-
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We should not be stampeded into an ineffective. artificial expanision of
our postsecondary system because of geopolitical considerationsAawever.
If we draw careful plans to provide worthwhile careers for the more gifted
products of our graduate whooLs, we may yet keep up our leaArship in
science and the humanities without astronomical outlays. Unfortunately, if
we do not establish the minimum level of employment opportunities to meet
our goals, we shall waste either resources or people.

It is essential to introduce innovative government policies for educatikm
in order to remain where we are. Otherwise we will slide back in social
policy, research capability. and quality of life. There can he no better argu-
ment for change.

1

tia
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Response 1

by Joseph N. Crowley
fa

It would be appropriate, gerhaps, to begin with a refurbished rendi-
tion of the old saw about the two types of people in the world. In this
instance, the types would be, first, those who view with alarm and,

second, those who view with alarm those who view with alarm I would for a
momentbut only for a momentcategorize myself as type umber two in
reacting to Joseph Froomkiti's essay. That is to say, I am a t alarmed at the
alarmism evident in Mr. Froomkin's claims that the next t n years "will try
the souls of those connected with colleges and universities" and that "the
1980's may well become the Dark Ages of higher education . . ." The prob-
lems of postsecondary learning in the decade ahead willoo doubt be serious
ones, but insofar as we can . now envisison them, they do not seem quite
serious enough to conjure up the Dark Ages image. Neither, of course, does
the evidence suggest. J la Pollyanna, that what looms ahead is a higher
education Renaissance (though with the renewed interest in core curricula,
concern about grade inflation, he likelihood of significant growth in adult
education and, indeed, with the possible advent of Mr. Froomkin's work and
study program, the historians of the futurecould well perceive the decade of
the '80's as a renascent period in the life of higher education)

JOSEPH N) CROWLEY is currently Interim Pfesident of the University of Nevada. Reno,
where he previously served as Chairman of the Political Science Department. He spent two
years in Washington as a Fellow of the National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and
Administration and as Director of Institutional Studies for the National Commission on Water4
Quality. Professor Crowley is the Nevacia Associate of the Institute for Educational Leader-
ship. and author of i1k recent report on the Washington Policy Seminar.
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f i
TO be fair. :roomkin's essay is clearly not presented as an eercise in

\ alarmism. Soul-trying rhetoric aside, the picture offered of the years to come
Is one that the iuithor intends should engender concern rather than dread. As,
with anyone called upon to find a path through the future. Froomkin is
forced to keep company with demographers. And, although practitioners of'
this discipline are essential travel companions of futuristic journeys, one
does well to hear in mind their map-reading hmitations. It has been said that
demography. in terms onts predictive accuracy. has much in common with
meteorology. The demographer. how-ever. does not make or break your
picnic possibilities lot tomorrow 1 he influenees your plans for a decade
hence (although when that distant time arrives. sunshine may well take the
place of the: anticipated thfinderstorm).

'fire demography of the I980's does give cause for concern, and Froom-
kin's analysis reflects that concern. His apprehension finds added support in
a recent Bureau of I .abor Statistics study which reports that. through I985.
"25' per cent of the total number of college graduates will take jobs that have
not traditionally attracted these eaduates. Such projections, together with
relevant birth statistics and the continued bleak outlook for the national
oeconom. sustain Froomkin's argument that now is thciltime to undertake
some rational planning.

The case is well made: he problems wil 1 he serious. Demography may
be an uncertain science. It may he both the .urrent bosom friend and Ulti-
mate mortal enemy of planners. And perhaps, as Howard Bowen suggests.
the answer to the question of what level of enrollments is desirable. "is not
nece:sarily that enrollments should merely follow demographic twnds.=
But in the face of what seems to he coming.,planning would seem to he in
order. The author is cony incing on this point, up to a point. After that, hi's'
understanding ot' educational politics takes over and the case fo planning

..
suffers. .

This is not surprising. If demography is sometimes the long term enemy
of planning, politics seems to he almost always an immediate one. Absent a
crisis, it borders on the impossible to engage the allegiances of the many
players of the Washington educational policy game toWard any reasonably
encompassing plan to meet the problems of the future. As Froomkin notes,
his suggestions are likely to take a number of years to percolate in the
capital. By the time the policy pot begins to boil. therefoie. we will probably
have reached at least the mid-point of the Al's, lithe author's demographics
hold up. the policymaking system would thus he reacting (as usual) to' what
has alteady,happened more thap planning for what might occur. Recognizing

'somethigg like this harsh reality. Froomkin recommends a pilot project ap-
proach . That.approach is a useful one. Politics may. look with jaundiced eye
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at a fir 1-tledged plan. but 0 seems w illing to wink at a pilot project. One may
hope t t innovative ideas like those of Mr. Froomkin can find their way into
pilOt proi ct forth before the decade of the I (gin' s Dark Age or no-- is too

,much upo us.

The pili t ProleCt approzia at least in relation to the Froomkin propo-
sals, may in en be more appropriate, than a full-fledged plan. The author is
quite open about the risks inherent in a work and study concept for higher
education. Problems such as possible polarizigiott among, different types of
schools. financial difficales for at least 46me ir,i.stitutkins attendant upon a
changeover to a substantially part-time stisitient body, thaTiOtentlai- tempta-.

. . < .
lion to significantly increase the numbers,a, parl-tuve hiculty.`tho.se and,, -. V i N.

&
Mgr l

other problems argue for cataion in moiting *toward ,the kinot federal
postsecondary policy suggesjed'by Froomkish.'t heeprpbable impact of:such lie'
policy on academic iesearc'h and development--,--a question raised:again, by s
Mr. FroomLin -- underscores the need for circuitiNpection- in moving AVM,.; .

.concept to implemedtation. And. certainly. greatcari: needs to he take\n in
considering the consequences of the-work and sitidy idea liit poriviitejnsatu-
lions of higher educathm. . - ,

The author is clearly concerne ahout th°e4 future of the priVate-.eduea-
tional sector, and. indeed, is cons rained. t4gpoint'.out igtat the pi:oblem of .

ti
. . A

equalizing public and private school attenilance Asts is one of dte major7
i a.contemporary educational issues-. His prilii,yproposals, however, do present

significant potential diffiCulties for ihestrivte-"sIde. As he indicates, institel-
lions in small RA.cris and rural areas:*i'voida Suffer mist from the shift to
part-tim&studies... 'these institutijns are n'tiOof ciitirse, excluively private.
but a large number of them are. If' the'workplace of the work and study
program is located in a metropolitan area, as most Men ft will likely be, the
study-place will be in the same location. NionMetropolitan schoOls would he
hard put to compete for students and,.asTroomkin obsoyes, couldikel the

,

enrollment pinch to a point where theircoinitti41 existence would tie
jeopardized. At a tinie when the plight, or potentiid pli*htcif the private
schools has become a priority item-on the, poliCyskalien ..: it Would seeM
ill-advised to move expeditiously and compFehensivelVtir ard with a policy
that might further aggravate the problems of these institu ions. Brenemarr,
and Finn argue, in their recent book on private higher education, that stu-
dents ought not be 'pushed "to enter particular colleges simply because of
the vagaries of the ways in which public subsidies are administered."' SuO
a result may obtain if a work and study approach is subsidized withoutl a
substantial understanding of its implications. Experimental implementation
via pilot projects would facilitate that kind of understending and perhatis
suggest appropriate modification of. the program as well.
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It is understandable that. in undertaking an examination of the future of
higher education. weighty attention must he given fo what Froomkin calls
"consumption cornponents" and "investment effects. Modern policy
analysis is much attuned to the kind of utilitarian statistics which permit
anatytic fieldmarshals to deploy across the policy battlefield an army of cost
benefit battalions and correlationist regiments. This is appropriate because
policymaking. in the end, is a very pragmatic enterprise, though problems
have been experienced in translating the sometimes esoteric aot of the
analysts into the practical language of decisionmakers. Mr. Efo( kin has
no problem with translation. l'he consumption components arid investment
efkcts, the cost-henelit measurements and thycorrelations. are described
with considerable clarity. The impl'ict of education on jobs. and vice versa, is
carefully examined. So are t hy relationships between education and such
consequential concerns as sytus. marital satisfaction and happiness with
life

It is well that educational policy should rest at least in part on such
utilitarian foundations. Employment in particulara major focus of the
Froomkin essayis a proof ot the pudding that policy tasters hunger for.
Still, one hopes that other important consequences of higher education do
not go unrecognized in anY rush. or crawl, to judgment on the policy of the
1980's. $ior. finally, education must win or lose the game in a democratic
society on the basis of its capacity to help produce such more or less tangible
products as tolerance; citizenship; an understanding sufficient to appreciate
a book..a play. a work of art; and the ability to think logically, to apply
scientific method, to exercise the critical faculty. Froomkin observes that
"tbe cultural benefits of postsecondary education" are significant consid-
erations. hut that economic costs. especiidly for children of low-income
parents. are ti paramount concern. Economic cost factors clearly cannot be
gainsaid, hut ultimately, whatever the course of policy, there are other costs
(and benefits) that must also somehow be fit into the calculus.

These are important, if rather nebulous, matters, but we 'have here a
very concrete set of proposals to deal with. What are we to make of them?
The.author declares that he was asked to he controversial and innovative.'
He has fUlfilled kis charge. His suggestions. however, are not revolutionary.
That is not intended 'as a criticism, although if the Dark Age does indeed
descend. revolutionary ideas _will be appropriate. There are aspects of
Froomkin's work and study program that chnracterize that prograni as more
an extension of current trends than a departure (min current. policy. The
program is, after alUmsed on' an eclectic Model which owes something to
the present as wen to the future. The growing emphasis these days on
continuing education, on the return of adults to thc campus and on taking
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more years than four to complete a college degree seems hound to lead
eventually toward at least some variant of the policy Froomkin proposes. A
recent report by the National Center for Education Statistics offers tes-
timony in this regaid. The report estimates. for example. that of the 22
million people enrolled in postsecondary courses in 1975-76. 17 million were
in adult education. including 6.3 million part-time enrollees in colleges and
universities. Registrations irf%ilt and continuing education noncredit
courses .swelled by.57 percent between 1967-68.and 1975-76. and the number
of 4 year institutions offering these courses increased,substantially as well.
The repiirt observes also that a hare major.ity of university and college stu-
dents in 1974 had no interruption in their schooling.' .

If these trends continue. Washington decisionmakers will b4 forced to
design some altered form or financial aid policy. Something: in to the

spropokals advanced by Froomkin seems likely to receive serioiiswnsidera-
tion.

We live in the ageon the whole a bright age. I helieve,--jof die impact
statement. The environmental original has by now generated a WV only-
products. which are mainly in the discussion stage hut appear deAined to
take on significiFt meaning for policymakers. Economic impact statements
seem about to he in vogue: social and family impact statements are seen in
important quarters as potentially useful policy tools. Others may not be far
behind. This development is in many ways a promising one. To he sure, it is
not without attendant problems. one of which is conceptual. Impact state-
ments were born out of the ecologIcal perspective, which suggests. to put the
matter oversimply. that' everything relates to`everything else. That is a

*oublesome idea for policymakers. not to mention its compliCations for
scholarship. But it is an idea that fortes attention on the implications of the
policy decision, and a concern for implications is unquestionably healthy.

Some of Froomkin's concerns about the educational implications of his
poliCy proposals have already been discussed. There are others that will
warrant closer examination: The possible effects on manpower and sciencer
policies are two cases in. point. Educational policy in the era of impact
statements may emerge looking something like the House that Jack Built.
And the architects of Jacle.s House, or at least the consultants on construc-
tion, will be the edui:ational lobbies. Froomkin has offered a preliminary and
partiaTdesign ma. ich the lobbies, for the-moment, may question. That %ties-
tioning procesis itself an essential ingredient in the development a' an
educational policy for the 1980's. It makes implications clea:rer and .renders
less serious the inevitable problems,CTeated by implementation. Whether or
not Froomkin's ideas reach the point of implementation, they will very likely
help to force some hard-thinking about how to cope with current trends and
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how to prepare for a tilture that ought not he left altogether to take calle of
itself.

The author notes at one point tha.t if the trends and policies of the
present continue. we can expectsto have "a viable hut less exciting system of
higher education ten ear, from now.' That is ueither an augury of the Dark
Ages nor a prospect to warm the soul. Sur.:ival, which is viahilitys4abottom
line, will not serve well as an educationAgoal for the coming decade. Joseph
Froontkin's essay will help us lift ou ghts. though we would do well to test
the wind a hit before we pull the ti Ter.

C;r

0

'Bureau of I.ihor Statistics, Occupational Outlook for CollekAjrudwuts. 1978,
as surnmari/ed in .American Council on Education. nigher Education and National
Affair% XXVII. Number 29. July 28, 1978. p. 3.

'Cited in David W. Ilrenernan and Chester F. Finn, Jr.. Public Pali( y and
Private likelier Education. Washington. DC. Brookings Institution. 1978. p. 415.

p. 417.
'Jay Noell, "Postsecondary Educa ion" in National Cente'r for Education Statis-

tic,. I lie Comlition if hitt .Vtatittical Report. Washington. DC, U.S. GPO.
1978. pp 100-107.
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Response II

-

by Michael E. Usdan

r. Froomkin's document merits wide dissemination and considera-
ion ;Jiang educational pulicymakers, as well as the general public

which has such a profound economic and social stake in the future of
higher education. Dr. Froomkin achieves his purpose in writing a "con-
trXersial and innovative" piece in a -relatively untechnial manner.".He
presents in a most readable and informative way a number of14 more
salient issues which will be confronting higher education in the new and
difficult. period which lies immediately ahead. Although many of his state-
ments and propositions will be 'challenged by both leconomists and educa-
tors, they merit discussion and debate. In the limited space available, I am
able to comment briefly on only a few of the major issues which are rais
the essay.s

Dr. Froomkin qtiite understandably speaks from the perspective of a
long-time professional within die federal bureaucracy. He does not addreSs a
number of policy issues which would be of great concern to institutional
heads. or faculty members who have a camptis perspectiye such as admis-
sions requirements, distribution requirements, and faculty prerogatiyes and
workload: While such issues generally are Admittedly beyond the direct
purview of federal policy, the point.is that Dr. Froomkin speaks from his

MICHAEL D.1J.S9AN is Clmmissioner of Higher Education for die State c;f ConnecticUt. He
was President of the Merrili-Palmer Institute in Detroit from t4174 1o4978 and previously taught
at Northwestern and Columbia Universities and at the City UniveTitj, of New York. He als'o
has written extensivdy on the politics of education and initiated IE.L's Associates Program.
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perspective at the federal lee1 and legitimatelN, iqentifies issues that are
more likely to concern policyrnakers in the federal and state arena. My point
is not to criticire Dr. Froomkin for quite logically writing from the,perspec-
tive,whieh he knows hest: It is only to caution the general reader that the

,....pathotir policy issues he Identifies are, of course, not exhaustive in %Cope
nor, indeed. ;Are they even the priority concerns that might be articulated by
institutional orother segnients of the higher education community.

In commenting on some recent tiooks regarding the qualitative effects of
education. Dc..Froomkin notes critically that ".t -is significant that the 'per-
centage of 'college aucated I respondents Wht felt that life Would work out
pretty much.as, they desired; and that things would work out as 'expected if
they planned ahead, declined from 1956 to 1968." Dr. Froomkin implies that
this is "sigMtkant- because it shows that a colkge education i no long,cr
viewed as the automakic road to haPpiness. I would he more inclined to
attribute a substantial part of thrs difference in expectations to the traumatic
evems .of that period, including the assassinations of both Kennedys and
Martin Luther King. Jr., the urban riots of the 60's and .the unsettling impaci
of the Vietnam War. These wrenching events surely had a profound.impact
on the perspectives of young people as to their ability to predict and control
their futures aihd produced widesprea&uncertainties which contrasted mark-
edly with the morc comfortestle.perspectivcs.of the Mid-Eisenhower years.
In other words. just as we freqUently ascribe to"o much credit to.education.,
we must be cautious in blaming the higher education enterreise for events
and developments over which it has,.little OF no contIVI. Indeed: this Mus-

s

trates how vigilant .we in-tist be in not depending inordinately on 1..he
explanatory power. of some of the data generated by statistical techniques,
however sophisticated; tO explairl.in causal ways 'complex social, economic,
political: and demographic develOpments. For example, regardless of how
precise statistical niethodologies and models might( be or.hecome, their abil:
ity 10 predict and anticiPate the impact Upon the birth rate and 'ultimatf
college enrollments .of daveliip-ments.like World War II. the Pill, ancl mor
broadly available abortiOn remain rather limited. In Miler words, as Dr.lik
Froon\lein aeknowledg'es,':it great deal of subjective devellopment undqrlies,.
every prediction.- Mils, as valuable as staiistical varullyses may be as in-

,
terpretive and planning tools, :variables will beeat work in the larger society-
oyerwhich thereis little control, and developments in higher education, as
well as in every 'other policy area, will be deterniined in part by the soine-
what unpredictable ..sticial. economic. and political forces at work in society, .
at large.

.4

The reader should bea(these caveats in mind when reacting to some of
the vtatistical information and resulting judgments found in Dr. Froomkin's
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.paper. For example; Dr. Froomkin seems to consider it a.criticism orthe.
relevance. (4 qualitY of higher education tha 'LW of increase in'ialuca-
tional attainment has not remained Constaot e 1940's. It seems that
thig straightline projection analysis is somewha air to higher education.

..41
For children born in the 1950's to have shoWn' are Same increase over their
1:went's' educational attainment as 'children horn in fhe 1930's' would suggesi

-.- a rather unrealistic exponential growth curve. Dr. Frooinkin notes that had
the:previous decade's fate of growth continued the median atjainment of the

.; current group would have been close to four years of college edacation by
'1975. By the same token, the median Win* presumably he eight years of
postsecondary education by the 1990's. Aild what about tl)e decade after
that? Surely there are some curves:that it makes little or no to extrapo-

,late.
. , ,

- "Despite this quibbling over Dr. Froomkin's interpretations,t;t: certatnlyn

pinints in cogent fashion many I thittmijot. issues facing fedRral
pOlicymakers. Iii, discusses h9w th ijical .stAironment in regurff to
higher education is" changing radic-all. Dec ninZOlirolLmehts,. decreasing
birth rates, and chvging conditions in the job ma*et are all factors- which
will contribute to a Marked slackeningin'the demand for higher education.
IrWitutions of higher- education Will he compelled to seek'new types of

. students lncludint oldeFand part-time students Who often will spend briefer
. periodS of time in attendance'at po*stsecondary educational institutions.

, .. .. , .
.

"Dr. rroornkin emphasizes the need to re-shape federal s dent aid pro- .
$. grams.'to accordmodate these part-time, qlder, and frequeijy le.s affluent

students. He also piiints Out howlithe wages,of high school duates in thel'25
, tp 34 age grourincreasedfaster (32(t) thktn the wages of college graduates in

same chrorrokigical band (19Ci) hellkeen 197.0 and 1975. This inforrna-.
Itio.1-1, white certain y documekiting a decline inithe relative economic ad..6n-

.0 :. tage of.a college education, ignores the absolute advantage as well as the
pôte tial non-economic benefits of higher editieltiq. Indeed, Dr.` Froomkin

, tepd, to;disc'ount these kion-economic factprs. throughout his paper in
dov.n awing oi even ignoring the political. and.cultural benefits of higher, ...educAtion, . -
.. , * .

. N. , . Dr. Froorlikin identifies th increasing_ shift tomnon-credit offerings in
. pgstsecondary education as tr (Inal credentiAls'are vieWed by niany as

'. being -Ivis'inwortant. This shifefeflects iphunges ip the economy as many,
.

. High school graduates are opting for 6rogrluns whicli pr,didggpeoifid prepa-. . .

'ration for technical and lqwer level 'blue collar jol?s. The soaring costs .of.., 4
.. - . higher education*prograrns offering degrees and ,the shrinking eConomic. .

. yalue, offoteh programs fulther accelerateihitrend. Indeed, as employniebt... . e ,.. t ...
'1 C . .

,. .



opPOrtunities for college graduates slacken, growing numbers of degree
holders likewise aie retorning to school to by..".:retobled:' and to reclive
specific job-oriented training. There are *AO trends in degree programs
as increasingly job cimscious students shift to "practical- majors in growing
numbers., The whole stiape .okhigher education must gilt restructured to
accommodate these "non-traditiimiil- students.

Dr. Iroomkin cogentl.y discusses how the erosioil of teaching poSitions
will decrease dramatically 'opportunities for college students in the public
sector. The -Proposition 13- syhdrome in California and the "Baby 13s"

aw4ich inexorably will follow in other states will also curb or limit any poten-
tial growth of government services and further decrease the need for college
trained personnel. Grovyth will be in the private sector with emphasis on the
produCtion of goods. Thus, both the economic and'political justification and
base of suppor for Nher education iseroding and the federal government
as well as the e ire nation faces critic'al pohcy questions. One of the major
questions, for e mple, is whether or not access to higher education should
be broadened in the face of a deteriorating market for`college trained per-
sonnel. The issue is exathbated. of course, by the recent aftirtnative action
thrust designed to provide greater educational opportunities for minority
groups which historically have been denied equality Of access to higher
education. In other words, can we delimit educational opportunities al the
very time in our history when special efforts are finally being made to re-
dress historical inequities for substantial segments of mil population? And
yet, is it more of a disservice to prepare students fpr "non-existent jobs and
inflate expectations that, cannot be fulfilled becauSZ of changed economic
conditions?4 'This is a most perplexing and significant policY question that will
confront federal., state, and institutional educational pohcymakers in the
years immediately ahead.

Higher education then, as Dr: FroOmkin describes it, is at the
"crossroads- and must respond to difficult and altered economic and potliti-
cal realities, Its age of unbridled growth and unquestioned credibility is over
and t4 all-important rather tenuous link between higher education and Pro-
ductivity is under unprecedented scrUtiny. As Dr. Froomkin points out,
there always will be a substantiai proportion of high school graduates who

. want a college educatio*for status, career, and other reasons. Larger num-
bers of these students, however, will be searching for more economical ways:

t -of securing the necessary credentials because of the decreasedvmonetary
it rewards to he elicited from higher education. Part-time students, ofcourse,

present a new set of problem_k_to those revonsible for higher- education.
Only a small proportion of IMeral aid, for eoample, is directed towards
pait-time students and more cleative student aid policies must be formulated
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to meet the needs of this growing segment of the postsetondarif education.
community. (indeed, may I add parenthetically that what may be heeded is a
national media and-print "blitz" that pill disabuse both educators and the

.genera/ public'of the still preuailing streotype of college students as yomn44
peopre petween the ages of 17 and 24 who attend classes full lime.) The
dynamics of the women's movement and attendant changes in life styles and
familYstructures, of cou.r.sc, have ako dramatically altered the composition
of postsecondary student bodies with more and more females seeking em-
ployment and educational opPortunities.

Dr. FrOomkin points out one positive by prt.Iduct of the current difficult
and changing situation in higher echtcation. Dewitescontractingresources,
an economic slowdown, 'retrenchment and, the ravages visitee on higher
education by inflation, .the growing competition for students is generating
contimiing curriculum innovation. Competition for studentS: between .acid
within campuses ig fostering a healthy student consumerism which is corn-- t .,

pelling greater institutional responsiveness to student needs.

Dr. ,Froomkin also mentions declining faculty morale as an issue of
some consequence. At a time of shrinking resources wheridrastiCeconomie's
aVe needed it is not surprising that college.staffs are aPprehensive and in-
creasingly concerned about the future. Education is a labor-intensive enter-
prise and more than three-quarters of most institutional budgets are allo-
cated to facult sal- 'es and related benefits. It is likewise u.ndervAndable_
thitt faculty unionisn will grow in such an uncertain environment with job
protection becoming the issue of prime importance:

. The sensitive tenure issue, of 'course, is directly related. With fewer
tipporiunities aviiilahle to' hire new stall', more ahd more faculty members
are "tenured in.- There is little or no new blood fed into the system and
faculties increasingly will he.older and 'locked into- existing positions
without the'vital- leavening influenCe of new colleagues. This dearth of new
talent will impact negatively On the quality of both teaching and research,and
ultimately be quite deleterious to higher education..A dangerous institutional
arteriosclerosi can set in when mobility ceases in organizations.

Dr. Froornkin urgespolicies that wiil safeguard the "pipeline" of highly
trained researchers and academicians and not permit' tile drying up fornew,
talent. (bir nation-would suffer greatly in the future if ways are not found to
nurture a new generati)n of needed young scientists and humanists. Indeed,
the creation of imaginative iiew ways of infusittg new talent into academe -

mily be one of the most sirificant challenges confrontirig educational
pOlicymakers at the ssate-ahd institutional as well as the federal levels. Dr.
Frponikinicorrectly points out the political problems of supy)orting an intel-

4
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lect14elite.than educational structure that has become so egalitariv in
rect.-tit- years, but This' critical issue must he confronted if our "flagship-
posts0'tmdary institutions. in particular. are to remain vital and of high
cluidity,,W6. Must place the highiest priority at the federal, state, and institu-,
tional levels okthe generation of innovative policiesthat will make room in
postkecondary eaucatiOn fori.young talent.. Somehow, through techniques
like providi4 special incentives for eairly retirement changes in tenure laws,
and facilitatititt .career shifh. we must .ensure chronological diversity in our

-. postsecondaty fiiculties in a no*rowth environment. If such policies are to
'be suek;.essftilly implZM.ertted in the difTicult times ahead. faculties and their...
oiganitations must he involved in the shaping of such sensitive and poten-

,, ,tiktlly volatile perstinhel polici "'
es.

:
.. Missing in .I)c. Froomkin's analysis. however; is explicit acknowledg-

1ment of the need fily a sta' edetal partnership in the formulation of policy in
higher educAtioni The di

t
sity,::jnherev in our "non,system- of .higher

education must he aCknowkdged:*.high7teeducation's constituencies and
needs are too diverse for any single level of go4rnmen1 to handle unilater-
ally. hopefully...he+ federal jnithaives, and the possible creation of a new.
De4irtment of Education will .nOt 'dampen the freedom ot' %tates and indi-
viduttrinStitutions. to be intioyatiVe'and to respond directly to student and
loCal neo.k to which, the fedeialg'Overnmenecannot he attuned.

While fc*ral support is neeessary li &sortie broad federal policymak-
-4.ing role is certainly app. triate.,the gov. ince. and financing of postsecon-,-

dary education remain -p6m4irity ,otitte and institutional responsibilities.
.,

Ideally. joint or coordinated, kederal:state pOlicies should evolve in areas like,
student fihnncial astance:With-the:formulation or recommendations for

. reauthoriiing the Hikih`ei,EatieatUm AO imminent,,federal policy should he-,i . pr::dicated upOn the assuireptiorithat there must he continuous and effective
communication w/i.th stateNgher ettuci on agencies on matters such as
policy development;.4egislatiye proposa s. recommendations for funding.

ii
guideline developMetit 4pd. administrative activities. Such cooperation
among state and l'ederidollieymakers:: is pf Much greater importance when

,

an industry is declining oc'stte than ikhen it is burgZ.ming. The luxury of.

uncoordinated deelsiOnmakiin no lmiger he afforded in higher educa-, , 1 ,tion.
, ,

.

, ., :- . .

. .

I will CtikludeibK brietN.cqninienting 'On the need to increase theI
lumber of workotudy .oNionOin higheii -education. in a period of -no-

. ..
growth:: or &One, A js vitally 'importfint that higher education build
strongerlisiseawith the hist:sine.S0v.orld dr.piri'vate ^sector. Education, if it is to
'sustain hoth.financizif and political peoport, Must build more of its programs

-
' . , It

r t

.;

--
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around society's manpower needs. Business and education must work more..
closely together in a symbiotic manner. Such cooperation benefits both;
separatism cripples both. Educational programs must become more relevant
to the job market; business and industry require a constant flow of trained
employees. Both the business and education sectors must create flexible and
multiple work-study options. Workers should he given opportunities to re-
turn to school if they wish at given times in their careers. Various entitle-
ment policies should he jointly formulated by educational institutions and
businesses to facilitate educational opportunities for employees at various
stages in their working careers.

4
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